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Teenage burn survivor, Wilder Tate, begins high school ashamed 
of his disfigurement. He finds an outlet tapping into his one-
dimensional basketball talent as a shutdown defender and courts 

his cheerleader dreamgirl, only to endure heartbreak and setbacks that 
drive him to have a tissue expander operation to rid himself of his 
scar tissue for good, but at what price? The operation costs him his 
basketball career and puts a wedge between him and his best friend, 
his mother, and his classmates. The only girl who understands him is 
Lane Makansi, an ostracized and bullied cutter who sees the truth of 
Wilder's self-loathing. Their unlikely friendship begins to salve their 
deep internal wounds when tragedy strikes--and Lane is the culprit. 
In the aftermath, Wilder discovers a capacity to forgive and empathize 
that he has never once applied to himself, leading to a dramatic decision 
that will change his life, and Lane's life, forever.

THE ESCAPE OF LIGHT
A Novel

Fred Venturini

ISBN: 9781684423927
PRICE: $14.99
CATEGORY:YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Literary/Bul-

lying
PAGE COUNT: 304 Pages
PUB DATE: October 22nd, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
9780062488534 - THE CLOSEST I'VE COME
9780525555360 - TURTLES ALL THE WAY DOWN
9780316420235 - DEAR EVAN HANSEN

Teenage burn survivor Wilder Tate faces the challenges of high school but 
in the aftermath of tragedy he discovers the capacity to forgive and empa-

thize-- learning the importance of healing from the inside out.

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• BASED ON TRUE EVENTS: The book loosely mirrors Venturini’s experi-

ence as a burn victim in high school.
• BULLYING AND DISABILITY: These two important topics are central to 

the book’s narrative- it will be a perfect conversation starter for educa-
tors everywhere.

• OVERCOMING ADVERSITY: Wilder Tate overcomes a host of horrible 
circumstances with optimism and palpable hope. 

Fred Venturini was born in Patoka, Illinois. His short fiction has been 
published in the Booked Anthology, Noir at the Bar 2, and Surreal South 
'13. His story "Gasoline" is featured in Chuck Palahniuk's Burnt Tongues 
collection. He lives in Southern Illinois with his wife and daughter.
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STRINGS
Ables Book 2
Jeremy Scott

Three years after the showdown with Finch razed their 
hometown of Freepoint and changed their lives forever, 

Phillip & the rest of The Ables gang find another school year 
interrupted by a growing threat. Relations with the government 
have never been more strained and the political rhetoric has 
shifted to a more hostile tone when discussing those with 
special abilities. A new branch of Homeland Security has been 
empowered to investigate custodial acts of heroism and even 
detain suspects indefinitely. While juggling his leadership 
responsibilities over the dozens of Ables members, a new 
crush, and a growing anxiety problem...Phillip will have to 
decide how much of The Ables' time will be spent training for 
simulation games and how much will be spent stepping into 
the real-world crime-fighting holes created by the custodians 
that have disappeared--presumed to be imprisoned or worse. 
Confronted with a mysterious new villain wielding a previously 
unknown power, Phillip, Bentley, & Henry will be forced to 
stretch their abilities and their bonds further than ever before.

ISBN: 9781684423392
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Action 

& Adventure 
PAGE COUNT: 384 Pages
PUB DATE: September 24, 2019
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: NASHVILLE, TN
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Sword of Summer: 9781423163374
Renegades (Book 1):  9781250044662
The Rest of Us Just Live Here: 9780062403179

The Ables is A fAsT-pAced, cApTivATing debuT novel from Jeremy scoTT, A bold 
new voice in fAnTAsy And sci-fi, And AlreAdy A widely populAr sToryTeller 
As co-creATor And nArrATor of cinemAsins, A youTube chAnnel ThAT hAs 
AmAssed more ThAn 8.2 million subscribers.

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• YOUTUBE STAR AUTHOR: Narrator behind the incredibly popular Cin-

emaSins channel that is home to the series' "Everything Wrong With..." 
"Conversations With Myself About Movies," "Movie Recipes" and 
"What's the Damage." The channel's motto is "No movie is without 
sin" and it has earned more than 8 million subscribers.

• NOT YOUR AVERAGE SUPER HEROS: Philip and his classmates over-
come bullies, betrayal and their individual disabilities while saving hu-
manity!

• SMASH HIT DEBUT: The first book in the series previously published by 
Jeremy Scott sold tens of thousands of copies. 

Jeremy Scott is the Narrator behind the incredibly popular CinemaSins chan-
nel that is home to the series' "Everything Wrong With..." "Conversations 
With Myself About Movies," "Movie Recipes" and "What's the Damage." 
The channel's motto is "No movie is without sin" and it has earned more 
than 8 million subscribers. He co-created the CinemaSins brand with his part-
ner Chris Atkinson who he met while both worked as managers for a movie 
theater in 1999. He became a cinephile while in college where he earned a 
bachelor of arts in speech communications.
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Felix Allsey is a travel writer with a keen eye for the 
paranormal, and he’s carved out a unique, if only slightly 

lucrative, niche for himself in nonfiction; he writes travelogues 
of the country’s most haunted places, after haunting them 
himself. When he convinces the owner of the infamous 
Rotterdam Mansion to let him stay on the premises for 13 
nights, he believes he’s finally found the location that will 
bring him a bestseller. As with his other gigs, he sets rules 
for himself: no leaving the house for any reason, refrain from 
outside contact, and sleep during the day. When Thomas Ruth, 
Felix's oldest friend and fellow horror film obsessive, joins him 
on the project, the two dance around a recent and unspeakably 
painful rough-patch in their friendship, but eventually fall into 
their old rhythms of dark humor and movie trivia. That’s when 
things start going wrong: screams from upstairs, figures in the 
thresholds, and more than what should be in any basement. 
Felix realizes the book he’s writing, and his very state of mind, 
is tilting from nonfiction into all out horror, and the shocking 
climax answers a question that’s been staring these men in the 
face all along: In Rotter House, who’s haunting who?

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Ocker won two Lowell Thomas Awards 

from the American Society of Travel Writers, and his nonfiction book 
Poe-land: The Hallowed Haunts of Edgar Allan Poe was nominated for 
an Anthony Award and won the 2015 Edgar Award. 

• PARANORMAL THRILLER: A haunted house thriller like you have never 
read before— this page-turning book will leave you at the edge of your 
seat until the very end and is guaranteed to satisfy thrill seekers and 
horror fans.

J. W. Ocker is the Edgar Award-winning author of Poe-Land. He runs 
the website Odd Things I’ve Seen, where he chronicles his visits to vari-
ous oddities of culture, art, and history. His writing has been featured 
in Rue Morguemagazine, CNN.com, American Exorcist: Critical Essays 
on William Peter Blatty, and Studies in Australian Weird Fiction. Ocker 
lives in Nashua, NH.

edgAr AwArd-winning AuThor J.w. ocker spins This dArk, psychologicAl 
Thriller AbouT A TrAvel wriTer who sTAys for 13 nighTs AT The infAmous roT-
TerdAm mAnsion unprepAred for The horrors ThAT lie wiThin-- A True love 
leTTer To The hAunTed house genre.

ISBN: 9781684423682
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: FICTION / Thrillers / Supernatural 
PAGE COUNT: 352 Pages
PUB DATE: November 19th, 2019
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5
COMPARISON TITLES:
Kill Creek: 9781942645825
HEX:  978-0765378811
The Troop: 978-1501144820

TWELVE NIGHTS 
AT ROTTER HOUSE
A Novel
J.W.   Ocker
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Diabhal (Devil) is the story of cults, exorcisms and the 
devil in 1980’s era Los Angeles. Ceit Robertson, age ten, 

is the next Matrarc to the Society, a cultish, matriarchal group 
living in an inconspicuous cul-de-sac in Venice Beach. When 
Ceit’s mother is attacked by spirits from the old world, a failed 
exorcism results in Ceit’s exile into the foster care system in 
Los Angeles. She eventually lands in the infamous MacLaren 
Hall, a very real and historically auspicious center for disturbed 
and abandoned children in El Monte, CA. Diabhal is the 
sympathetic story of the devil in Los Angeles. The exploration 
of the true nature of evil and how intention colors what our 
definition of wickedness truly is. Ceit grows into a force of 
nature, as she contains the potential and mythology of the 
darkest degree, but discovers that perhaps the devil is not what 
we should truly fear.

DIABHAL
Book 1

Kathleen Kaufman

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• NOTABLE AUTHOE: Kaufman wrote the highly-praise books The Laird-

balor and Hag and has an academic background in language and litera-
ture education.

• MAGIC AND OCCULT: Entertainment about dark magic, especially 
with female protagonists, is a hot topic right now with tv shows like The 
Chilling Adventures of Sabrina and American Horror Story hitting the 
top of the charts.

• SPELLBOUND SERIES: Diabhal is the first book in a series following 
Ceit Robertson’s journey into her magical life-- from high school to col-
lege and beyond.

Kathleen Kaufman is a native Coloradan and long-time resident of Los 
Angeles. Her prose has been praised by Kirkus Reviews as “crisp, el-
egant” and “genuinely chilling” by Booklist. She is the author of The 
Tree Museum, The Lairdbalor, soon to be a feature film with Echo Lake 
Studios and director Nicholas Verso, and her most recent, Hag, due out 
in October 2018. Kathleen is a monster enthusiast, Olympic-level insom-
niac and aficionado of all things unsettling. When not writing, she can 
be found teaching literature and composition at Santa Monica College 
or hanging out with a good book. She lives in Los Angeles with her hus-
band, son, terrier and a pack of cats

diAbhAl (gAelic for “devil”) follows ceiT roberTson As she explores The 
True nATure of evil And wickedness. in her world of culTs, exorcisms, And 
unspeAkAble horrors, she discovers ThAT perhAps The devil is noT whAT we 
should Truly feAr.

ISBN: 9781684423194
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: FICTION / Occult & Supernatural
PAGE COUNT: 304 Pages
PUB DATE: October 29th, 2019
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5
COMPARISON TITLES:
Hex: 9780553496673
The End of Temperance Dare:  
9781492622468
The Firebird:  9781419719608
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The New Smart is a riveting study of the kinds of minds 
that will succeed in the 21st century. As it turns out, 

the key ingredient for all aspects of life is not traditional IQ 
but creativity. This book is a 21st century exploration into 
intelligence and creativity. It argues that the old notion of 
intelligence as a static quotient (and with it, the companion 
terms such as clever, quick, gifted) has ceased to mean much 
of value. Being smart, especially as it’s related to test scores 
and school grades, has less and less to do with success in 
contemporary life. Both these words and the ideas they 
represent are worn out. What our fragmented and volatile 
society requires is something different, something less static 
and predictable. Our new age demands something much 
more fluid, much more resilient—much more creative. In 
this book, we ask who will thrive in 2050?

Dr. Terry roberTs, The DirecTor of The NaTioNal PaiDeia ceNTer, exPlores how 
creaTiviTy is The New measure of True iNTelligeNce aND how we shoulD eDucaTe 

our chilDreN for success iN a iNcreasiNgly comPlex worlD.

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• FIELD EXPERT: As the Director of the National Paideia Center, Dr. Terry 

Roberts has a built in audience for his book. He is a recognizable entity 
in the educational community.

• EDUCATIONAL & CHILD PSYCHOLOGY: This is a hot topic right now, 
with parents and educators always looking for new ways to engage chil-
dren in both classroom settings and the home.

• FOREWORD BY HOWARD GARDNER: Howard Gardner is the de-
velopmental psychologist best-known for this theory of multiple intelli-
gences presented in his groundbreaking book Frames of Mind. He is the 
Hobbs Professor of Cognition and Education at the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education.

Dr. Terry Roberts is a former high school English teacher. He is practic-
ing scholar of American Literature and Cultural Studies, with a strong 
penchant for the classics. He is fascinated by the social and intellectual 
power of dialogue to teach and to inspire. Terry is the lead author of 
several Paideia publications including The Power of Paideia Schools, 
The Paideia Classroom, and Teaching Thinking through Dialogue.

His debut novel, A Short Time to Stay Here, won the Willie Morris Award 
for Southern Fiction, and his second novel, That Bright Land, won the 
Thomas Wolfe Memorial Literary Award as well as the James Still Award 
for Writing about the Appalachian South.

ISBN: 9781684423712
IMPRINT: Turner
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Education
PAGE COUNT: 240 Pages
PUB DATE: November 26th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Gift of Failure: 9780062299253
Unselfie: 9781501110078
The Self-Driven Child: 9780735222519

THE NEW SMART
Why Creative Children will Thrive in 
the Future
Terry Roberts
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THAT'S MENTAL
Painfully Funny Things That Drive 

Me Crazy About Being Mentally Ill
Amanda Rosenberg

In her debut collection of essays, comedy writer Aman-
da Rosenberg breaks down myths and misconceptions 
about what it means to be a millennial with mental illness 

in a darkly funny, and relatable way. That’s Mental dives head-first 
into the overlooked and offbeat issues of mental illness, shedding 
light on topics that are off-limits, uncomfortable, and at times, 
downright embarrassing. 

This book details every challenging and awkward stage of 
Amanda’s journey with mental illness and how she manages what 
she calls her, “garden variety crazy.” These pages are a look at the 
everyday realities of mental illness; covering the stuff that thera-
pists don’t, like how to make your therapist cry and how to re-
spond to your friends’ quick and easy cures for depression. That’s 
Mental is an uproarious and brutally honest confession from 
someone who’s been there, done that, and decided to write the 
book she wished existed before she lost her mind. 

ISBN: 9781684422890
IMPRINT: Turner
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: HUMOR / Mental Health / Essays
PAGE COUNT: 224 Pages
PUB DATE: November 6th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
Little Panic: 9781538711927
Meaty: 9780525436164
Hunger: 9780062420718

Raw, witty, and deeply revealing, That’s Mental is a laugh-out-loud funny, 
literary romp about the inappropriate, devastating, and strangely 

amusing side to being mentally ill. 

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• MENTAL HEALTH: People are seeing the necessity and importance of 

having conversations about mental health more than ever before. That’s 
Mental breaks down myths and misconceptions about what it means to 
be a millennial with mental illness in a darkly funny, but relatable way.

• NOTABLE AUTHOR: Rosenberg is an editor for Slackjaw, a satirical on-
line publication with over 74,000 subscribers. She has been published in 
McSweeney’s, The Hairpin, GOOD, Anxy Magazine, Quartz, Huffington 
Post, The Mighty, POPSUGAR, Thought Catalog, and The Slant. Her 
blog has 30,000 subscribers and has garnered well over a million views 
since she started it five years ago.

• LAUGH-OUT-LOUD FUNNY: As an award winning comedy author, 
Roseberg infuses comedy into even her most gut-wrenching confes-
sions. Rosenberg says, “I’m writing this book because it’s important, 
because people need a laugh, and because it’s the book I wish I’d read 
before I lost my entire mind. It’s everything that drives me crazy about 
being crazy!”

 Amanda Rosenberg is a British comedy writer based in San Francisco. 
She writes about mental health, pop culture, and tech. She’s an editor for 
Slackjaw, a satirical online publication with currently 63,000 subscribers. 
Amanda has been published in McSweeney’s, The Hairpin, GOOD, Anxy 
Magazine, Quartz, Huffington Post, The Mighty, POPSUGAR, Thought 
Catalog, and The Slant. When she’s not writing for other people, she’s 
writing for herself – Amanda has 29,000 subscribers to her Medium blog, 
which has garnered more than a million views since she started it five 
years ago. For more information check out www.amandarosenberg.org
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GARDEN TO GLASS
Grow Your Drinks from the 
Ground Up
Mike Wolf Garden to Glass is a dive into the movement and philosophy 

illustrating how to incorporate the natural world into the 
drinks we love to make, drink and share with friends. From 
the mint in mojitos to the wild botanicals in regional styles 
of gin, this book will explore the way bartenders, growers 
and distillers alike are re-shaping the way cocktails are being 
made, presented and consumed.Learn how to grow your own 
herbs and vegetables, harvest herbs to make your own teas and 
tinctures, and make cordials, bitters and elixirs of all kinds, all 
while learning the basics of making drinks at home. Complete 
with recipes, striking photography and graphics, the book is 
as valuable a resource to bartenders and bar owners as it is to 
enthusiasts of the home bar.

ISBN: 9781684422081
IMPRINT: Turner
PRICE: $23.99
CATEGORY: COOKING / Beverages / 
Alcoholic / Bartending
PAGE COUNT: 192 Pages
PUB DATE: November 12th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Drunken Botanist: 9781616200466
Shrubs: 9781581573886

we’ve all hearD of farm To Table, so Now we woulD like To iNTroDuce garDeN To 
glass! This is a sTrikiNg, iN-DePTh look oN how To iNcorPoraTe NaTural iNgreDi-
eNTs iNTo The DriNks we love-- a valuable resource for barTeNDers, bar owNers, 

aND home bar eNThusiasTs alike

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• WIDE APPEAL: The recipes will appeal to drinking enthusiasts of all 

kinds from cocktail bon vivants to wine and beer lovers and gardeners 
alike.

• MIXOLOGY EXPERT: Wolf established the bar program at the popular 
restaurant Husk in Nashville, TN by utilizing on-site gardens, the bounty 
of Middle Tennessee, and a home garden comprised of upwards of 30 
varieties of herbs and vegetables. His drinks have been featured in Im-
bibe Magazine, Local Palette Magazine, the Tennessean, Foodable TV 
Network, and more. Mike is currently opening the much anticipated 
Chopper Tikki Bar in Nashville and is also the co-host of the liquid gold 
podcast.

• COCKTAIL CULTURE: The desire for inventive drinks and sustainable 
home-grown ingredients at restaurants has grown tremendously over 
the past few decades.

 Michael Wolf opened and established the bar program at Husk in Nash-
ville, Tennessee and spent the next five years developing a hyper-sea-
sonal and dynamic style of cocktails and non-alcoholic drinks, utilizing 
on-site gardens, the bounty of Middle Tennessee and a home garden 
where he grew upwards of 30 different varieties of herbs and vegetables 
all for the purpose of making cocktails and elixirs. His drinks have been 
featured in Imbibe Magazine, Local Palette Magazine, the Tennessean, 
Foodable TV Network and more
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Empowdered Sugar is a cookbook that celebrates strong, 
influential women of different cultures, religions and 

races throughout history by weaving their names and feats 
with familiar, simple dessert, baked good, and beverage 
recipes. From Jane Goodall Monkey Bread to Eleanor 
Roosevelvet Cake to Missy Elliot Shoopa Dupa Fly Pie, each 
of the recipes found in this women’s empowerment cookbook 
is complemented by a short biography of or quote by the 
heroine, to inspire readers as they create powderful treats 
to share with the important women in their lives.Written by 
two sisters, Karen, a Food Scientist with a creative writing 
background and Grace, a business manager and Karen’s most 
trusted taste tester. Each recipe is written as if your sister, or 
friend, is alongside you in the kitchen

ISBN: 9781684423095
IMPRINT: Turner
PRICE: $19.99
CATEGORY: COOKING / Courses & Dishes / Confec-

tionery
PAGE COUNT: 128 Pages
PUB DATE: September 17th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
Cherry Bombe Cookbook HB: 9780553459524
Women’s Libation!: 9780735216921
Bad Girls Throughout History: 9781452153933

EMPOWDERED SUGAR
A Collection of Sweets, Treats and 

Female Feats
Karen Cuneo & 

Grace Lineman-Cuneo

over 80 aPProachable fully-illusTraTeD reciPes celebraTiNg iNflueNTial womeN 
of DiffereNT culTures, religioNs, aND races ThroughouT hisTory by weaviNg Their 
Names aND feaTs wiTh simPle DesserT, bakeD gooD, aND beverage reciPes-- from 

freDa kahlua cuPcakes To gweN sTefaNi holla backlava!

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• BAKING SISTERHOOD: This book is written by two sisters- Karen, a 

Food Scientist with a creative writing background and Grace, a business 
manager and Karen’s most trusted taste tester. Each recipe is written as 
if your sister, or friend, is alongside you in the kitchen!

• GIRL POWER: From Jane Goodall Monkey Bread to Eleanor Roosevel-
vet Cake to Missy Elliot Shoopa Dupa Fly Pie, each of the recipes found 
in this women’s empowerment cookbook is complemented by a short 
biography of or quote by the heroine to inspire readers as they create 
powderful treats to share with the important women in their lives.

• A MUST HAVE: This book is the perfect gift for any influential woman 
in your life. After all, the target audience, females ages 22-45, make up 
65% of cookbook purchases

Karen Cuneo is a Food Scientist in Innovation at a Global Snacking 
Company. Karen has a major in  Food Science and Technology. Karen 
has been actively involved in the food community as a member of Slow 
Foods and Institute of Food Technologists. 

Grace Lineman-Cuneo is a Customer Development Manager in the 
CPG industry supporting national health and wellness brands.Grace has 
a major in Marketing and is currently pursuing her MBA while working 
full time.
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To the surprise of many people, several pounds of good 
bacteria populate our digestive tract, help us maintain 

normal digestion, and protect us against stomach flus, 
candida overgrowth, and many other types of infection. 
Probiotics have also proven to improve gut health symptoms 
and anxiety and promote GI health in physically active 
adults. In this newly revised and updated concise book, 
internationally recognized nutrition expert, Dr. Earl Mindell 
explains the many health benefits of probiotics and how to 
use them to enhance health. This updated edition includes 
new research into probiotic benefits including information 
on how daily probiotics may reduce childrens’ needs for 
antibiotics, how probiotics may reduce annual antibiotic 
prescriptions, studies on the effects of gut microbione 
alterations in Alzheimer's disease and much more!

Dr. Terry roberTs, The DirecTor of The NaTioNal PaiDeia ceNTer, exPlores how 
creaTiviTy is The New measure of True iNTelligeNce aND how we shoulD eDucaTe 

our chilDreN for success iN a iNcreasiNgly comPlex worlD.

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXPERT: Dr. Earl Mindell is the author of 

59 health-oriented books that have been translated into 34 languages 
worldwide including the all time international best-selling nutritional 
book, The New Vitamin Bible, which has sold over 11 million copies.

• HOT TOPIC IN HEALTH: The potential for probiotics to improve diges-
tive health and reverse disease symptoms has made it a popular topic 
for health gurus.

• CUTING EDGE RESEARCH: This updated edition includes new re-
search into probiotic benefits including information on how daily probi-
otics may reduce childrens’ needs for antibiotics, and annual antibiotic 
prescriptions, as well as groundbreaking studies on the effects of gut 
microbione alterations in Alzheimer's disease and much more!

Earl L. Mindell R.Ph., M.H., Ph.D. is a best-selling author, pharmacist, 
health motivator, anti-aging advocate, info-tainer, and internationally 
recognized expert on Nutrition, Vitamins, Minerals, Amino Acids and 
Herbal Remedies. Dr. Mindell has often been referred to as the “Father 
of the Nutritional Revolution.” He is the author of 59 health-oriented 
books that have been translated into 34 languages worldwide, including 
the all-time international best-selling nutritional book, The New Vitamin 
Bible, which has sold over 11 million copies, along with Prescription Al-
ternatives and The Herb Bible.

ISBN: 9781684423552
IMPRINT: Turner
PRICE: $15.99
CATEGORY: HEALTH & FITNESS / Diet & Nutri-

tion / Macrobiotics
PAGE COUNT: 240 Pages
PUB DATE: August 20, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
Gut Crises:  978-0999055809
The Autoimmune Fix: 978-1623367008
The Autoimmine Solution: 978-0062347480

DR. EARL MINDELL'S 
PROBIOTIC BIBLE

Dr. Earl Mindell

Dr. Earl Mindell

Learn How Healthy Bacteria Can Help 
Fight Infections and Restore Your Health

PROBIOTIC 
D R.  E A R L  M I N D E L L ’ S

BIBLE
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Turner Publishing proudly presents a fully-updated 
edition of The Nonprofit Strategy Revolution 

FINALIST, Ben Franklin Awards, Independent Book 
Publishers Association, Business Category

In this groundbreaking book, strategy expert 
David La Piana introduces "Real-Time Strategic 

Planning," a fluid, organic process that engages staff 
and board in a program of systematic readiness 
and continuous responsiveness. You'll find tools for 
clarifying your competitive advantage; generating a 
strategy screen—criteria for evaluating strategies to 
be able to respond quickly; handling big questions; 
developing and testing strategies; and implementing 
and adapting strategies. Use The Nonprofit Strategy 
Revolution and get the clarity and direction you need 
for maximum mission success.

THE NONPROFIT STRATEGY REVOLUTION
Real-Time Strategic Planning in a  Rapid-Response World

David La Piana with Melissa Mendes Campos

ISBN: 9781684421794
EISBN: 9781684421817
PRICE: $34.99
CATEGORY: Business & Economic / Strategic Planning
PAGE COUNT: 224 Pages
PUB DATE: Auguust 7th, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 7 x 10
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: PIEDMONT, CA
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing sub-
scribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turner Pub-
lishing website. • Social media marketing through Twitter, 
Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to media, trade, 
and influencers. • Pre-Publication excerpt distribution.
COMPARISON TITLES:
Building Strong Nonprofits: 9780470587874
Strategic Planning for Nonprofit Organizations: 
9781118768143
Nonprofit Sustainability: 9780470598290

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• GROUNDBREAKING UPDATES: This second edition features a 

timely new preface and introduction; updated exhibits and case 
examples showing how concepts play out in real-life; five new 
tools, for a total of 32 new strategies.

• INDUSTRY LEADER: La Piana Consulting has worked with more 
than 1,000 organizations and is recognized as one of the social 
sector’s leading thinkers and consultants.

• WIDESPREAD AUDIENCE: The smart and nimble plan de-
veloped in The Nonprofit Strategy Revolution Second Edi-
tion appeals to a large audience including, nonprofit leaders, 
educators, organizational leaders, consultants, organizational 
founders, and philanthropists alike.

DAVID LA PIANA, the founder of La Piana Consulting, is recog-
nized as one of the social sector's leading thinkers and consultants. 
He is known for an ability to quickly get to the core of complex 
strategic questions and for working collaboratively with clients to 
devise innovative solutions that meet their needs and accelerate 
their growth.

MELISSA MENDES CAMPOS is a partner with La Piana Consult-
ing and plays a key role in advancing the firm’s research, writing, 
and communications to fulfill its commitment to sharing knowledge 
across the sector.
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Nate and Annie Forester are faced with every parent’s 
worst nightmare when their three-year-old daughter, 

Madeline, is hit by a car right before their eyes. In the 
aftermath of her death, the distance between them grows. 
Nate just wants to move on and return to some version of 
normal, while Annie finds herself stuck in the quicksand of 
her grief.
      Josh, 22 years old – third party to the nightmare –was 
behind the wheel on the fateful day Madeline ran into the 
middle of the street. Unable to stop thinking about Nate and 
Annie, has started to stalk them, thinking up ways to approach 
them and apologize. One morning, he is sitting in his car, in 
front of their house, when he sees Annie leave, suitcase in tow. 
Hours later, he witnesses Nate in a frenzy of worry. His wife 
has disappeared and he is left only with a vague note.
     Tiny follows the harrowing journeys of Nate, Annie, and 
Josh—three people unwillingly tied together by tragedy. There 
is Nate, staying strong on the surface, but slowly losing his mind 
as he faces the suspicions of Annie’s family and the police in 
the wake of Annie’s disappearance. There is Annie, attempting 
to start a secret brand new life in a 100-square-foot house in 
the middle of nowhere. And there is Josh, who desperately 
wants forgiveness and, ultimately, finds himself responsible for 
reuniting the people whose lives he changed forever. 

TINY
A Novel
Kim Hooper

ISBN: 9781684422425
PRICE: $00.00
CATEGORY: Fiction / Literary
PAGE COUNT: 336 Pages
PUB DATE: June 11th, 2019
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: DANA POINT, CA
COMPARISON TITLES:
An American Marriage: 9781616208776
Little Fires Everywhere: 9780735224292
What Remains True: 9781542048248

RIGHTS SOLD: AUDIO KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• POWERFUL AUTHOR: Kim Hooper is the author of the hit debut People 

Who Knew Me (St. Martin’s, 2014) and has a strong fanbase for her stories 
about the resilience of the human spirit.

• UP LIT: Hooper’s writing is strong enough to make her a dominating pres-
ence in the currently popular “up lit” movement.

• TINY HOUSES: This is the first fiction title to be set in a tiny house commu-
nity and explores the motivations behind this odd lifestyle choice.

KIM HOOPER is the author of People Who Knew Me, hailed as "refreshingly 
raw and honest" by the Wall Street Journal. Tiny is her third novel. She lives 
in Southern California with her husband, daughter, and a collection of pets.

“With her raw insights, sharp dialogue and quick-witted gallows hu-
mor, Kim Hooper has quickly become one of my must-read authors."

--Colleen oakley, author of before i go and close enough To Touch

ALSO BY KIM HOOPER:

CHERRY BLOSSOMS
ISBN: 97881684421787
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Eating Bananas, Chewing on Cords, Binkying 
around the house, Hanging out with my big 

brothers and begging the humans (mom and dad) for 
treats, these are a few of his favorite things.
    Join the adorable Barnaby the Bunny on his furtastic 
adventures in It's a Bun Life. In the vein of social 
media pet sensations Doug the Pug, and Grumpy Cat, 
A bunny named Barnaby will steal the hearts of every 
human to lay eyes on this beautifully photographed 
bunny adventure!

IT'S A BUN LIFE
Katja Russell and Nick McGinn Jr.

ISBN:9781684422159
PRICE: $23.99
CATEGORY: Humor / Topic / Animal / Photography
PAGE COUNT: 240 Pages
PUB DATE: April 19th, 2019
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: NASHVILLE, TN
COMPARISON TITLES:
Doug the Pug: 9781250100825
Tune Melts My Heart: 9781910536254
Juniper the Happiest Fox: 9781452167602

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• INSTAGRAM PET SENSATION: The influencer race is taking 

over the online pet kingdom, accounts for animals now often 
outperform verified humans on Instagram. With more than 
23,000 Instagram followers, Barnaby is among the fluffiest and 
most adorable Instagram pet influencers.

• EASTER BASKET PERFECT: Releasing just in time for Easter, It’s 

a Bun Life makes the perfect gift for bunny-loving boys and girls 
that the Easter Bunny would approve of!

• BEAUTIFULLY PHOTOGRAPHED: The vibrant and hilarious pho-
tos in It’s a Bun life were taken by award-winning photographer and 
co-author, Nicholas McGinn.
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In Dr. Earl Mindell’s CBD and Health for Dogs, revised 
and expanded edition, Earl Mindell and Elizabeth 

Renaghan discuss easy, flexible, and affordable ways to 
keep your dog healthy; covering the different nutritional 
needs for the various breeds—from small to giant. This 
updated and expanded edition now includes chapters on 
CBD that detail all you need to know about the various 
benefits and applications of cannabidiol for you dog.

DR. MINDELL'S CBDAND HEALTH FOR DOGS
Earl Mindell R.PH., M.H., PH.D.

ISBN: 9781684422999
IMPRINT: Basic Health Publications
PRICE: $19.99
CATEGORY: Pets / Food & Nutrition 
PAGE COUNT: 204 Pages
PUB DATE: June 5th, 2019
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: LOS ANGELES, CA
COMPARISON TITLES:
Practical Handbook of Veterinary Homeopathy: 
9781612966120

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• POWERFUL CBD BENEFITS: CBD or cannabidiol, has become 

widely known for it’s amazing health benefits and anti-anxiety ef-
fects. Dr. Mindell breaks down the many benefits of CBD products 
for dogs including, pain relief, anticonvulsant, inflammation relief, 
anxiety relief and anti-cancer effects.

• NATURAL PET CARE: Natural products are gaining wide-spread 
popularity. This manual provides important alternatives for pet 
parents who desire to decrease their pets’ carbon paw prints and 
maintain and improve the health and well-being of their beloved 
companion animals.

• REVISED AND EXPANDED: In this revised and expanded edition 
of Dr. Earl Mindell’s CBD and Health for Dogs, the author expands 
on his earlier research of natural pet care and brings new chapters 
on CBD for dogs and the newest discovers in natural pet nutrition.

EARL L. MINDELL R.PH., M.H., PH.D. is is an internationally rec-
ognized expert on Nutrition, Vitamins, Minerals, Amino Acids and 
Herbal Remedies. Dr. Mindell is often called the “Father of the Nu-
tritional Revolution.”He is the author of 63 health oriented books 
that have been translated into 34 languages worldwide, including 
the all time international best selling Nutritional book, The New Vi-

tamin Bible, which has sold over 11 million copies, along with Pre-

scription Alternatives and The Herb Bible. His latest book is Healing 

With Hemp CBD Oil. He is a Registered Pharmacist, Master Herbal-
ist and holds a Ph.D. in Nutrition

Help your dog have a long, healthy life by following
 the time-honored recommendations in this book!
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In her newest book, Dr. Lani Simpson provides 
readers with no-nonsense, easy-to-understand advise 

about the sun and how our bodies react to sun exposure. 
This go-to-guide for all members of the family includes: 
practical information about how to obtain vitamin D 
from the sun safely, how to protect yourself and your 
family from sunburns and how to find safe SPF products 
and apply them properly. This book examines how our 
ancestors worshipped the sun and how those beliefs 
affect our relationship with the sun in present times. Dr. 
Lani’s No-Nonsense Sun Health Guide advocates for a 
conscious and respectful relationship with the sun.

DR. LANI’S NO-NONSENSE 
SUN HEALTH GUIDE

The Truth About: Vitamin D, Sunscreens, Sensible Sun Exposure, and Skin Cancer

Dr. Lani  Simpson

ISBN: 9781684423026
PRICE: $19.99
CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Health Care Issues
PAGE COUNT: 336 Pages
PUB DATE: May 22nd, 2019
AUTHOR HOMETOWN: Berkeley, CA
COMPARISON TITLES:
Dr. Lani's No-Nonsense Bone Health Guide: 
9780897936613
The Vitamin D Cure, Revised : 9781118171073

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• THE SUN EXPOSED: The debate on whether the sun is a friend or a 

foe is ongoing, but in her new practical guide to sun health, Dr. Lani 
Simpson breaks down the truth about the numerous health benefits 
of the sun and how to avoid getting burned!

• EASY-TO-USE GUIDE: There’s a lot of confusion surrounding the 
research on sunlight and UV exposure. Dr. Lani breaks down the 
data to reveal the truth and provide easy insight on how to obtain 
vitamin D from the sun safely, protect your family from sunburns, 
how to find safe SPF products and much more.

• BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Dr. Lani Simpson is the author of the 
bestselling book, Dr. Lani's No-Nonsense Bone Health Guide. An 
expert in Women’s Health Care and an authority on osteoporosis, 
Dr. Simpson now applies her award-winning approach to sun health 
and Vitamin D research.

DR. LANI SIMPSON s a chiropractic doctor and a Certified Clinical 
(bone) Densitometrist (CCD). She has been an expert in women’s 
health care for 25 years, treating thousands of patients with a multidis-
ciplinary and holistic approach to health. She cofounded the East Bay 
Menopause and PMS Center and the Osteoporosis Diagnostic Center 
in Berkeley, CA, where she lives. She is an expert in bone density, 
osteoporosis, and menopause and aging, and gives continuing educa-
tion seminars to health professionals about these issues.

ALSO BY DR. LANI SIMPSON:

DR. LANI'S 
NO-NONSENSE 
BONE HEALTH GUIDE 
ISBN: 9780897936613

Don’t Let your Family get burned!
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Ellie Quinn has spent most of her sixteen years behind the 
scenes, helping her father manage a crew of four-legged movie 

stars. Although she longs to be acknowledged as an animal trainer 
in her own right, she often gets stuck babysitting actors’ personal 
pets and is known around the studio as “the dog sitter for the stars.”
      When teen megastar Kate Montgomery’s sidekick gets fired while 
filming a pilot, Ellie is forced to temporarily fill-in. The producers 
seem to be enamored with Ellie—and so do Kate’s two love interests 
on the show, “it boy” Logan Canfield and brand-new actor Cam 
Alvarez—causing trouble on and off the set.
      Now Ellie must decide between living the drama in front of the 
camera or behind it. If she quits and the pilot fails, she and her father 
will have to close their failing business and move to her grandfather's 
lettuce farm. But if she stays on the road to stardom, it could mean 
losing the boy she's fallen for—and herself—in the process. Can she 
save the TV show and her father's business without losing everything 
else?

SCRIPTED UNSCRIPTED
A Novel

Kristina Miranda

ISBN: 9781684423057
PRICE: $12.99
CATEGORY: Young Adult Fiction / Literary 
PAGE COUNT: 224 Pages
PUB DATE: May 15th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Unexpected Everything: 9781481404556

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• Popular Teen Fiction: Touching on the popular themes of self-dis-

covery, coming of age, and young love, Scripted Unscripted tells 
the story of a young girl faced with tough choices, but what is she 
willing to sacrifice? Can she save the TV show and her father's busi-
ness without losing everything else?

• Pet Appeal: A teen novel written for dog lovers, Scripted Unscripted 
uses the comic relief and unconditional love that only dogs can provide 
to help Ellie make it through the ups and downs of navigating a life in 
Hollywood.

KRISTINA MIRANDA writes novels about empowered girls in fun situ-
ations that usually include a dog or a horse, and a worthy crush.  If 
she’s not writing, she’s probably cheering wildly at a soccer game or 
taking in a new foster dog. The best job she’s ever had (other than 
writing) was as a bilingual Spanish/English Immersion teacher for re-
cently immigrated children in San Jose, California.   
  She currently resides in sunny South Florida alongside her husband, 
two children, and a pack of adorable rescue dogs.

Scripted Unscripted is a charming YA contemporary about family ties, 
compromise, and finding what it takes to be authentic while surrounded 

by carefully-crafted fantasy. Animal lovers will embrace Ellie's clever canine 
references and the story's stance on pet rescue, and the Hollywood settings 
will delight teens with dreams of making it big." -Jill Baguchinsky, author of 

Mammoth
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In this book about Rome’s most infamous emperor, expert 
author, Stephen Dando-Collins’ chronicles all the palace 

intrigues and murders that led to Caligula becoming emperor, 
and details the horrors of his manic reign and the murderous 
consequences brought about at the hand of his sister Agrippina 
the Younger, his uncle Claudius and his nephew Nero.
     Skillfully researched, Dando-Collins puts the jigsaw pieces 
together to form an accurate picture of Caligula’s life and 
influences. Dando-Collins’ precise and thorough examination of 
the emperor’s life puts Caligula’s paranoid reign into perspective, 
examining the betrayals and deaths he experienced prior to his 
time in power and the onset of a near-fatal illness believed to 
have affected his mental-health.

CALIGULA
The Mad Emperor of Rome

Stephen Dando-Collins

ISBN: 9781684422852
PRICE: $18.99
CATEGORY: History / Ancient / Rome
PAGE COUNT: 304 Pages
PUB DATE: July 30th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
Caligula : 9781501012082
Caligula: A Biography: 9780520287594
Rise of an Empire:  9781118454794

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• MURDER, MADNESS, MAYHEM: Stephen Dando-Collins’ new 

book will chronicle all the palace intrigues and murders that led 
to Caligula becoming the most infamous roman emperor, using 
his acclaimed easy-to-read style to to create a fast-paced, factual 
account that entertains, informs and surprises. 

• EXPERT AUTHOR: Stephen Dando-Collins has written nine books 
about ancient Rome, and is considered a world authority on Rome’s 
legions. That reputation has been enhanced by Legions of Rome, 
the groundbreaking definitive guide to the imperial legions.

• MODERN LESSONS: Dando-Collins uses the research and evidence 
found in the engrossing story of Caligula to shed some enlightening 
insights into the issues surrounding today’s political climate.

STEPHEN DANDO-COLLINS is the award-winning author of 40 
books, including children's novels and biographies. Many of his 
books have been translated into foreign languages including Span-
ish, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Polish, Russian, Albanian and Korean. 
Considered an authority on the legions of ancient Rome, his most 
recent work on the subject, 2012's Legions of Rome, was the culmi-
nation of decades of research into the individual legions of Rome. 

Explore all of the murder, madness and mayhem 
in Ancient Rome during the reign

of the mad emperor, Caligula.
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DESPERATELY SEEKING SELF: 2ND EDITION
An Inner Guidebook for People with Eating Problems
Viola Fodor

ISBN: 9780936077284
CATEGORY: SELF-HELP / Eating Disorders & 
Body Image
PAGE COUNT: 160 Pages

"With Viola's guidance and patience, I learned to open my 

mind and heart, and my healing then began. I discovered 

myself and freed my spirit. Thank you, Viola, for the gift 

of your vision, which comes through so warmly in your 

book."—Lynn Carperter, Founder of Sheena's Place, an 

eating disorders center

Desperately Seeking Self is a gift to all who wish to begi the 

journey out of despair into wellness. Tenets of psychology, 

philosophy, and spirituality are sybtly woven into an in-

sightful, sensitive message."  —Edith A. Birch, Nutritional-

ist, counselor

VIOLA FODOR is a Canadian psychotherpist, educator, speaker, 
and aithor with fifteen years experience. A graduate of the Universi-
ty of ALberta, Edmonton with a Masters in Education in Educational 
Psychology, she lives in a retreat-like setting west of Toronto.

This newly updated and expanded edition of Desperately 
Seeking Self; Second Edition offers a unique, spiritually-

centered approach that emphasizes the how of healing from an 
eating disorder. It guides readers on a journey inward, showing 
them how to connect with their true self and from there, heal 
their eating disorder and transforms their lives.
       How do you look within when an eating disorder has filled 
you up with pain? Desperately Seeking Self; Second Edition speaks 
directly to this need. Its message is simple, gentle and accessible, 
resonating especially with a new generation of millennial readers 
who are hungry for meaningful spiritual connections.
         This updated edition preserves its “conversational” approach 
and composite client profile (a woman with bulimia). To frame 
the ongoing significance of the book today, this conversation 
answers such basic human questions as: Why do I have this 
illness? Who am I to think that I deserve better? How will my life 
be different when I awaken to a deeper level? What exactly is a 
transformation?
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Elliot is a struggling musician who is trying to piece together enough 
cash every month to keep his dream of performing alive while also 

paying his rent. That’s when he discovered the new app TASK LYST. 
As a service provider, he sets his own hours, his funds are delivered 
covertly in bitcoin and the rates continue to grow…but so does his 
suspicion over the type of tasks that he is being asked to complete. Is 
the anonymous nature of app-based freelance work enough to abate 
Elliot’s suspicions…and conscious?
      Meanwhile, the glossy new Task Lyst corporation is looking for 
start-up capital and perhaps an extra way to make the app profitable, 
by assisting the government in spying on users. Alice Seeger is a smart 
and beautiful executive who once had a promising future in Silicon 
Valley, but a few bad investments have put her on the edge of being 
fired and saddled with a lifestyle that she can no longer afford. At first 
glance, Task Lyst seemed like an app to pass on…until she discovers it’s 
dark underbelly which makes it more appealing financially while also 
being an enormous legal liability. She must test her own professional 
judgment against her morals in determining at what price she finds her 
own success.
     This gig-economy thriller takes a look at the on-demand service 
industry, and it’s shady possibilities. Apps have become all-encompassing 
in our fast-paced modern lives and their utility is undeniable. In this 
gripping thriller, we follow the many sides, shades and shadows of the 
app economy and test the question: how far is too far?

TASK LYST
A Novel

Scott Hylbert

ISBN: 9781684423163
PRICE: $19.99
CATEGORY: FICTION / Thrillers / Technological
PAGE COUNT: 240 Pages
PUB DATE: July 16th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
9781101904220 - Dark Matter
9780345807298 - The Circle 
9781520170077 - New York Deep

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• TECHNO-THRILLER: Set in the heart of Silicon Valley, this thrilling story 

illustrates the endless possibilities that technology has in making our 
lives easier, but as we invite strangers in so do we invite danger.

• CONVINCING: Apps are commonplace in many different facets of our 
every day life and everyone will relate to the fears behind these remote 
transactions.

• SUSPENSEFUL: Filled with action and intrigue, this book will leave you 
at the edge of your seat.

SCOTT HYLBERT spent most of his youth surfing in San Diego before at-
tending Denison University in Ohio to play soccer. Amidst a stalled-career 
as a rock-n-roller in San Francisco, he packaged spring break tours and ski 
trips for students before finding a niche in the alternative newsweekly busi-
ness. There, he sold advertising to concert promoters and record compa-
nies for over a decade before enrolling in a masters program at Vanderbilt 
University while continuing to work and raise two kids. With a focus on 
creative writing, he pursued a career-long goal to pivot from the marketing 
side of the media business to the editorial. Recently, with his photographer 
wife Ashley, he opened a rental photography studio and boutique event 
space in Nashville called White Avenue Studio.

How far would you go to make money, 
especially if you could remain 

anonymous?
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THE ABLES
Book One
Jeremy Scott

ISBN: 9781684423361
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Young Adult Fiction / Literary 
PAGE COUNT: 368 Pages
PUB DATE: June 11th, 2019
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: Nashville, TN,
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Sword of Summer: 9781423163374
Renegades (Book 1):  9781250044662
The Rest of Us Just Live Here: 9780062403179

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• YOUTUBE STAR AUTHOR: Set in the heart of Silicon Valley, this 

thrilling story illustrates the endless possibilities that technology 
has in making our lives easier, but as we invite strangers in so do 
we invite danger.

• NOT YOUR AVERAGE SUPER HERO SERIES: Apps are com-
monplace in many different facets of our every day life and ev-
eryone will relate to the fears behind these remote transactions.

• ILLUSTRATIONS AND NEW MATERIAL: Filled with action and 
intrigue, this book will leave you at the edge of your seat.

JEREMY SCOTT is the Narrator behind the incredibly popular Cin-
emaSins channel that is home to the series' "Everything Wrong 
With..." "Conversations With Myself About Movies," "Movie Reci-
pes" and "What's the Damage." The channel's motto is "No movie 
is without sin" and it has earned more than 8 million subscribers. 
He co-created the CinemaSins brand with his partner Chris Atkinson 
who he met while both worked as managers for a movie theater in 
1999. He became a cinephile while in college where he earned a 
bachelor of arts in speech communications. 

The Ables, set in a world of secret superheroes who protect 
the world unknowingly, follows a Phillip, 12-year-old boy 

who finds out he has the power of telekinesis and is also blind. 
He is ecstatic to attend super hero school until he learns he has 
been placed in a special class for disabled kids with powers. 
Now, Philip and his friends-The Ables-must overcome more 
than villains in order to maximize their powers and identify the 
growing evil threatening humanity. The Ables is a fast-paced, 
captivating debut novel from Jeremy Scott, a bold new voice in 
fantasy and sci-fi, and already a widely popular storyteller as co-
creator and narrator of CinemaSins, a YouTube channel that has 
amassed more than 8 million subscribers.

The Ables is A fAsT-pAced, cApTivATing debuT novel from Jeremy scoTT, A 
bold new voice in fAnTAsy And sci-fi, And AlreAdy A widely populAr sTo-
ryTeller As co-creATor And nArrATor of cinemAsins, A youTube chAnnel 
ThAT hAs AmAssed more ThAn 8.2 million subscribers.
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SURRENDERED—THE SACRED ART
Shattering the Illusion of Control & Falling into Grace with Twelve-Step Spirituality
Rami Shapiro

ISBN: 9781594736438
CATEGORY: SELF-HELP / Personal Growth /General 
PAGE COUNT: 200 Pages

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• Email marketing to Skylight Paths subscribers, trade, and 
  influencers.
• Marketing on Skylight Paths website.
• Press releases to media, trade, and influencers.
• DRC offered on Edelweiss. ARC distribution to trade, 
  influencers, and author contacts.
• Pre-Publication excerpt distribution.
• Feature in Turner Publishing #FreeBookFriday Giveaway.

RAMI SHAPIRO a longtime member of Twelve Step recovery, 

a rabbi and Twelve Step spiritual director, is a frequent lecturer 

and attendee at Twelve Step retreats, seminars and meetings. An 

award-winning storyteller, poet and essayist, he is also author of 

Recovery—The Sacred Art: The Twelve Steps as Spiritual Practice; 

The Sacred Art of Lovingkindness: Preparing to Practice; Perennial 

Wisdom for the Spiritually Independent: Sacred Teachings—Anno-

tated & Explained (both SkyLight Paths) and many other books.

To live the surrendered life—a life no longer centered on 
control and hence no longer at odds with the ordinary 

suffering of everyday living. Rabbi Rami closely examines the 
first three steps of Twelve-Step recovery to help us cut through 
the denial, illusions, and falsehoods that bind us in our fight 
with addictions of all kinds. He draws upon his half-century 
engagement with Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Taoism, 
Hinduism, and Islam, as well as his own and other people’s 
struggles in Twelve-Step recovery, to guide us in our awakening 
to reality’s freedom and the path to living joyously and well.

ALSO BY RAMI SHAPIRO

RECOVERY: THE SACRED ART
ISBN: 97881684421787
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Austin, a struggling screenwriter living in LA, 
is transported to the medieval city of Galiana, 

where he is charged with murder. He is suddenly 
transported back to LA and sets off in search of the 
only book written about the medieval kingdom. But 
Austin is not the only one interested in the book —
Serge Orosgo, a powerful billionaire and family friend, 
wants the books so badly that he threatens to kill Austin 
if he doesn’t find it. Realizing Serge and his family are 
on an evil mission, Austin struggles to stay alive and 
find the book before it gets into Serge’s hands.

      His search is continually derailed, however, because 
Austin has no control over his passage between the 
two worlds and keeps suddenly returning Galiana. 
The city had just been taken over by the evil Lord Iron, 
and previous queen Elinda had been sent to a different 
kingdom for her protection. As Austin befriends a 
human-faced rat and the lovely Lady Betheray, he learns 
that he must find the Queen’s talisman and return it to 
the Emperor in order for the Queen to return.

ANOTHER KINGDOM
A Novel
Andrew Klaven

"This is a journey you won't want to miss." Gregg Hurwitz, New 
York Times Bestselling author of the Orphan X series.

ISBN: 9781684422630
PRICE: $29.99
CATEGORY: Fiction / Fantasy / General
PAGE COUNT: 336 Pages
PUB DATE: March 5th, 2019
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing 
subscribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turn-
er Publishing website. • Social media marketing through 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to 
media, trade, and influencers. • DRC offered on Edel-
weiss. Wide ARC distribution to trade, influencers, and 
author contacts. • Pre-Publication excerpt distribution. • 
Feature in Turner Publishing #FreeBookFriday Giveaway
COMPARISON TITLES:
Warheart: Sword of the Truth: 9780765383099
A Killer in the Wind: 9780735224292
Empire of Lies:  9780156033565

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• POWERFUL AUTHOR Kim Hooper is the author of People Who 

Knew Me (2014) and has a strong fanbase for her stories about 
the resilience of the human spirit.

• UP LIT: Hooper’s writing is strong enough to make her a domi-
nating presence in the currently popular “up lit” movement.

• MULTICULTURAL: The book tells a relatable story of experienc-
ing new cultures that readers will find captivating and undeniably 
informative.

ANDREW KLAVEN is an Edgar Award-winning, and New York Times Best 
Selling, author of 25 novels, including such bestsellers as Empire of Lies, Kill-
er in the Wind, and True Crime, adapted into a film by Clint Eastwood, and 
Don’t Say a Word, adapted into a film starring Michael Douglas. His most re-
cent works include Nightmare City, and Killer in the Wind, which was recently 
named one of Suspense Magazine’s Best Books of 2013. His novels have 
been nominated for the Edgar Award five times, winning the award three 
times. In addition to his thrillers, Andrew has also written The Homelanders 
series of books for young adults, as well as being a contributing editor to 
City Journal and his essays have appeared in the Wall Street Journal, the New 
York Times and the Los Angeles Times, among other places, and maintains a 
popular blog at PJ Media. He lives in Southern California.
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The Carnival at Bray meets West Side Story in Sarah 
Carlson’s powerful YA debut; set in post-conflict 

Belfast (Northern Ireland), alternating between two 
teenagers, both trying to understand their past and 
preserve their future. Seventeen-year-olds, Fiona and 
Danny must choose between their dreams and the 
people they aspire to be.
     Fiona and Danny were born in the same hospital. 
Fiona’s mom fled with her to the United States when 
she was two, but, fourteen years after the Troubles 
ended, a forty-foot-tall peace wall still separates her 
dad’s Catholic neighborhood from Danny’s Protestant 
neighborhood.
     After chance brings Fiona and Danny together, their 
love of the band Fading Stars, big dreams, and desire to 
run away from their families unites them. Danny and 
Fiona must help one another overcome the burden of 
their parents’ pasts. But one ugly truth might shatter 
what they have…

ALL THE WALLS OF BELFAST
A Novel

Sarah J. Carlson

ISBN: 9781684422524
PRICE: $14.99
CATEGORY: Young Adult Fiction / Literary / Romance
PAGE COUNT: 240 Pages
PUB DATE: March 12th, 2019
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: MADISON, WISCONSIN
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Beginning of Everything:  9780062217141
Everything Everything:  9780553496673
When We Collided:  9781681192031

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• GROUNDBREAKING DEBUT: Described as The Carnival at Bray 

meets West Side Story, Sarah Carlson writes in the alternating 
perspectives of two 17-year-olds, Danny and Fiona, torn apart 
by family loyalties in this powerful tale of love, violence and the 
long shadow of history. 

• CULTURALLY CURRENT: Focuses on the current religious con-
flict in Northern Ireland, providing a raw and impactful look into 
what it’s like to live in a country divided by cultural and religious 
intolerance.

• FORBIDDEN LOVE: For fans of John Green, Carlson’s debut novel, 
set in post-conflict Ireland provides readers with a beautifully written, 
unique perspective on the classic Romeo and Juliet love story.

SARAH J. CARLSON is a YA author focused on exploring contem-
porary issues facing youth today. She is a member of SCBWI.  All 

the Walls of Belfast is her debut novel. Currently, She lives near 
Madison, Wisconsin with her husband and two small children. She 
has a Bachelor of Science in Psychology, a Masters of Science in Ed-
ucation, and an Education Specialist degree in School Psychology.

“I loved it! The story kept building and building as I was 
falling deeper and deeper for these characters, Danny 
and Fiona, the Romeo and Juliet of Belfast…a stellar 
debut!” — Jessie Ann Foley, award-winning author of 

The Carnival at Bray
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What can Jane Austen teach us about health? 
Prepare to have your bonnet blown…

From the food secrets of Pride and Prejudice to the 
fitness strategies of Sense and Sensibility, there’s a 

modern health code hidden in the world’s most popular 
romances.
      Join Bryan Kozlowski as he unlocks this “health and 
happiness” manifesto straight from Jane Austen’s pen, 
revealing why her prescriptions for achieving total body 
“bloom” still matter in the 21st century. Whether that’s 
learning how to eat like Lizzie Bennet, exercise like Emma 
Woodhouse, or think like Elinor Dashwood, explore how 
Austen’s timeless body beliefs are more relevant, refreshing, 
and scientifically sensible now than ever before. After all, 
it's still a truth universally acknowledged—Jane Austen’s 
heroines don’t get fat.

THE JANE AUSTEN DIET
Austen's Secrets to Food, Fitness, 
and Incandescent Happiness
Jane Austen & Bryan Kozlowski

As featured in Vogue, The New York Times Book 
Review, the Washington Post, and SELF magazine

ISBN: 9781684422128
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Reference / Personal & Practical Guides
PAGE COUNT: 304 Pages
PUB DATE: February 12th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
Jane on the Brain:  9781681775548
Jane Austen at Home: 9781250131607
Camp Austen: My Life: 9780865478213

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• JANE AUSTEN COLLECTABLE: With a multimillion-fan base, Austen is 

already a “lifestyle” celebrity: imitating her ideas on love and romance 
lie at the heart of her fabulous fame. The Jane Austen Diet will make 
the perfect addition to any Janite’s collection and the perfect gift for 
the Austen fanatic in your life. 

• LITERATURE MEETS LIFESTYLE GUIDE: The first retrospective look at 
the healthiest characters in classic literature and what they can teach 
us today. The Jane Austen Diet shares Jane’s approach to food, fitness, 
and total body “bloom.” Think of it as the Pemberley version of the 
Paleo lifestyle!

• MEDIA INTEREST: The Jane Austen Diet has garnered attention from 
some of the biggest brands in women’s living and lifestyles. Real Simple, 
Women's Health, Oprah Magazine.com, National Geographic History 
magazine, Women's Weekly (one of Britain's top women's magazines), 
Self magazine, Allure mag, Woman and Home, Period Living, Tattler 
magazine (UK), and Hoffman Media brand (Southern Living and Cottage 
Journal) have all requested review copies and voiced feature interest.

BRYAN KOZLOWSKI is a passionate champion of “lit wit” —bringing 
the wisdom of classic literature into everyday life. From Charles Dickens 
to children’s cookbooks, his books celebrate the modern magic of living 
literarily. His writing has appeared in the New York Times, the New York 
Post, Slate, and other publications.
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The Yin-Yang Diet is a modern, scientific approach to 
balanced nutrition based on the ancient Asian concept 

of Yin and Yang. Yin and Yang describe how opposites or 
contrary forces are interconnected, interdependent and 
complimentary. The book explains the Yin or Yang nature 
of foods and nutrients and how they affect our constantly 
changing body chemistry. A diet that is too extreme in 
either Yin or Yang invites disease. A diet that is balanced 
in Yin and Yang creates metabolic health and harmony. 
   The Yin-Yang Diet includes recommendations for 
adaptogenic tonic herbs. Yin tonics help with the 
accumulation of energy and moisture and are nourishing, 
moistening, cooling or anti-inflammatory. Conversely, 
Yang tonics help us utilize energy. Yang herbs are activating, 
drying, warm or hot. They are the sexual, athletic tonics, 
which stimulate metabolism, build muscle, reduce body 
fat and strengthen bones and joints.

THE YIN-YANG DIET
For Balanced Nutrition, Health and Harmony

Ken Babel, CN

ISBN: 9781684422555
IMPRINT: Basic Health
PRICE: $23.99
CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Diet & Nutrition
PAGE COUNT: 192 Pages
PUB DATE: March 26th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
The New Chinese Medicine HB: 9781592336937
The China Study: 9781941631560
How Not to Die: 9781250066114

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• HOLISTIC WELLNESS: A popular topic branched by one defin-

ing notion—balance. Babal intends to assist his readers in seek-
ing balance for all sectors of their individual and interlacing lives.

• NEW PERSPECTIVE: The eastern medicine guide to living life in 
the most harmonious and symmetrical ways.

• RENOWNED AUTHOR: Ken Babal is a multi-published author of 
natural health guides, seafood nutrition and food specific medicinal 
teachings in the likes of Good Digestion, Seafood Sense, The Power 
of the Lion’s Mane Mushroom and more.

KEN BABEL has a clinical nutrition practice in Los Angeles and 
is a consultant to the natural food and dietary supplement in-
dustry. He has written over 500 articles that have appeared in 
many popular and professional publications and is author of sev-
eral books, including Mushrooms for Health and Longevity (Alive 
Books 2011), Seafood Sense: The Truth about Seafood Nutrition 
and Safety (Basic Health Publications 2005) and Good Digestion: 
Your Key to Vibrant Health (Alive Books 2000). He appears in the 
Discovery Health Channel documentary "Alternatives Uncov-
ered," and E! TV's "The High Price of Fame: Starved!" Ken is a 
frequent guest on radio and TV and presents seminars at stores 
and industry events across the country. Visit his website at www.
NutritionMusician.com.
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Why go keto?

Whether you are just curious about the keto craze 
or ready to fully embrace the keto lifestyle, The 

Complete Book of Ketones: A Practical Guide to Ketogenic 
Diets and Ketone Supplements is for you. The Complete 
Book of Ketones is your comprehensive guide to all things 
Keto, and can help you answer the question, why go keto?
     The Complete Book of Ketones is far more than 
recipes and diet tips. This book provides a breakdown 
of the science behind ketogenics and includes personal 
testimonies from people who have experienced the 
benefits of practicing a keto lifestyle first hand. This book 
also provides strategies for increasing ketone levels, an 
overview of the different types of ketogenic diets and 
their benefits, a list of ketone supplements, keto-friendly 
recipes and ingredients, sources for finding specialty 
foods, and much more.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF KETONES
A Practical Guide to Ketogenic Diets 
and Ketone Supplements
Mary T. Newport, M.D.

ISBN: 9781684421602
IMPRINT: Basic Health Publications
PRICE: $21.99
CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Diet & Nutrition
PAGE COUNT: 396 Pages
PUB DATE: February 19th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
Beginners Ketogenic Diet: 9781973524113
Ketogenic Diet for Beginners: 9781522000693
Complete Ketogenic Diet: 9781623158088

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE: More than just a “diet” book, it’s the 

first and only comprehensive guide to everything keto, and includes 
strategies for increasing ketone levels, an overview of the different 
types of ketogenic diets and their benefits, a list of ketone supple-
ments, keto-friendly recipes and ingredients, sources for finding spe-
cialty foods, and much more.

• THE KETO CRAZE: Interest in the Keto diet has reached its peak 
popularity, and it doesn’t look like it’s going away anytime soon. Keto 
transformation stories, keto recipes and #keto are all over social me-
dia and trending features in lifestyle and health magazines across the 
nation. This book breaks down the why behind the results, and cuts 
through the confusion floating around online. 

• KETONE EXPERT: Dr. Mary Newport is a leader in her field, and the 
first to link ketones to Alzheimer’s disease in her previous work Alzheim-
er’s Disease: What if There Was a Cure?: The Story of Ketones.

MARY NEWPORT is board-certified in pediatrics and neonatology, 
founding director of the newborn intensive are unit at Spring Hill Re-
gional Hospital in Florida, and clinical faulty assistant professor at USF.
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Beautifully photographed and filled with endearing 
stories of the author’s inspiration behind each 

holiday menu, The Jewish Food Hero Cookbook is not 
just about the food and the final presentation. It’s also 
about how you feel leading up to the holiday, and 
the ambiance one wants to create from day one of 
preparation. It’s about experiencing the holiday itself 
and creating beloved memories with your family.
      Pairing both traditional and modern, healthy food, 
the goal of this book is to prove that together we can 
create a new and healthy food future for the Jewish 
people, one that is connected to the most beautiful of 
Jewish traditions while being grounded in the present.

THE JEWISH FOOD HERO 
COOKBOOK

50 Simple Plant-Based Recipes for Your Holiday Meals

Kenden Alfond

ISBN: 9781684422340
IMPRINT: Jewish Lights
PRICE: $23.99
CATEGORY: Cooking / Vegetarian / Jewish & Kosher
PAGE COUNT: 240 Pages
PUB DATE: March 12th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Superfun Times Vegan Holiday Cookbook: 
9780316221894
King Solomon's Table: 9780385351140
Love Real Food:978162336741

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• FIRST OF ITS KIND: The first and only Jewish High Holy Day 

cookbook that focuses on health and nutrition. Kenden Alfond 
has created something that she was not able to find already on 
the market, a cookbook that ingeniously pairs holiday recipes 
with modern-day healthy food.

• PERFECT HOLIDAY GIFT: Beautifully photographed and filled 
with endearing stories of the author’s inspiration behind each 
holiday menu, The Jewish Food Hero Cookbook is as much 
about creating beloved memories with family as it is about cook-
ing great meals.

• JEWISH FAMILY TRADITIONS: Contains menus for every Jew-
ish holiday that provide the peace of mind and confidence that 
comes from serving healthy foods. This book is meant to increase 
the amount healthy foods found on our tables while remaining 
grounded in the most cherished Jewish holiday traditions.

KENDEN ALFOND is is the founder of Jewish Food Hero, which 
nourishes the minds, bodies, and spirits of Jewish women around 
the globe. She offers vegan recipes that are a modern twist on 
traditional Jewish meals to support an intuitive turning toward 
greater health, as well as inspiring resources to support women as 
they engage in Jewish life and foster self-connection. 
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The comprehensive guide to drinking saké, from 
production to palette, and traditional saké drinking 

culture from past to present, this is the book for saké 
connoisseurs and saké beginners alike. Author Jeff Cioletti, 
a certified Kikisake-shi—or “saké sommelier,” extensively 
studied the art of saké in Japan where he was able to delve 
into well, all things saké!

SAKEPEDIA
The Complete Guide to Drinking Sake
Jeff Cioletti

ISBN: 9781683367734
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Cooking / Beverages / Alcoholic 
PAGE COUNT: 304 Pages
PUB DATE: February 13th, 2019
COMPARISON TITLES:
Amaro: The Spirited World of Bittersweet: 
978160774748
Sake Confidential: 978161172014

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• EXPERT AUTHOR: A certified Kikisake-shi—or “saké sommelier,” edi-

tor at large of Beverage World, contributor to Draft Magazine, founder 
of Drinakbleglobe.com and winner of two North American Guild of 
Beer Writer awards, author, Jeff Cioletti is an accomplished beverage 
expert, and extensively studied the art of saké in Japan where he was 
able to delve into all things saké.

• COMPLETE GUIDE TO SAKÉ: The comprehensive guide to drinking 
saké, from production to palette, and traditional sake drinking culture 
from past to present, this is the book for sake connoisseurs and sake 
beginners alike.

• POPULARITY OF SAKÉ: As Americans branch out from craft breweries 
and distilleris, demand for artisanal sake is on the rise. Appealing to 
both beer and wine drinkers, Sake is surprisingly versatile and has taken 
the global luxury liquor market by storm!

RIGHTS SOLD: AUDIO RIGHTS SOLD: ITALIAN

 “Expert beverage journalist, Jeff Cioletti, takes you 
on a journey to discover the drinking traditions and 
production techniques of cultures around the world.”
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Can you imagine a world without wine?

Corvina Guerra is a flying winemaker who dreams of one day 
settling down in her native Italy on her family’s vineyard. On 

a visit to a vineyard in Italy, Corvina makes a startling discovery: 
Phylloxera, a menacing plant louse that devastated vineyards in 
Europe more than a hundred years ago, has infested the vines.
    The deeper Corvina and Brian search, the more they become 
convinced that Universal Wines holds the answer to everything, and 
the harder they pursue their investigation the more surprises pile up 
for both of them.
     In spite of devastating consequences, Corvina and Brian vow to 
continue their investigation and do what they can to contain the 
spread of the infestation – but time is running short and they always 
seem to be a step behind. Unless they can find a way to stop the 
Philomena – vineyards around the world will be ruined for decades; 
potentially causing the collapse of the wine industry. Can Corvina 
and Brian get to the root cause and save the international wine 
industry from ruin?

ROOT CAUSE
A Novel

Steven Laine

ISBN: 9781684422593
PRICE: $19.99
CATEGORY: Fiction / Mystery & Detective
PAGE COUNT: 400 Pages
PUB DATE: February 19th, 2019
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: ONTARIO, CANADA
COMPARISON TITLES:
Nose: 978125000684
Tangled Vines:  978125003322
The Tuscan Child: 978150395182

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• INTERNATIONAL MYSTERY: This book expertly incorporates all of 

the wine growing capitols of the world. A flying wine maker and her 
hired hand embark on a thrilling globetrot to find the origin of an 
infestation being spread internationally.

• ACTION PACKED: Filled with excitement and suspense, readers will 
be on their toes as they read this thrilling book which is action packed 
until the very end. Can the heros get to the root cause and save the 
international wine industry from ruin? 

• VINOPHILES: Wine lovers will be thrilled to see this behind-the-scenes 
look at the international wine industry. Author, Steven Lain provides im-
pecible detail garnered from visiting more than 100 vinyards as a Mem-
ber of the Champagne Academy 

STEVEN LAINE was raised in Ontario, Canada and has dual Canadian 
and British citizenship. He has travelled the world working in luxury 
hotels for international brands including The Ritz, Hilton, Starwood, 
Marriott, and Jumeirah. When he was Beverage Manager of a five star 
hotel in London, he learned all about wine and has since visited over 
one hundred vineyards and wineries in Napa, Burgundy, Bordeaux, 
Champagne, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Switzerland, Lebanon, and 
South Africa. He is now working on his next novel.
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Team Quotient: How to Build High Performance 
Leadership Teams that WIN Every Time is a 

novel concept conceived by the author to measure, 
track, and diagnose the state of any team as well 
as its transformational progress, thereby creating a 
roadmap to team excellence. Drawing upon examples 
from sports, business, and non-governmental 
organizations, the author shares over 50 real life 
team lessons.

TEAM QUOTIENT
How to Build High Performance 
Leadership Teams That Win Every Time
Douglas R. Gerber

“Team Quotient is a novel concept which both mea-
sures team effectiveness while offering a roadmap for 

your team success!” —Marshall GoldsMith, 
the thinkers 50 #1 leadership thinker in the World; 

best-sellinG author of whaT goT you here woN’T 
geT you There and Triggers

ISBN: 9781684422487
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Business & Economics / Management
PAGE COUNT: 366 Pages
PUB DATE: December 3rd, 2018
COMPARISON TITLES:
Standard Deviation: 9780385353816
Little Fires Everywhere: 9780735224292
The Futures: 9780316354172

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• AUTHOR PLATFORM: Founder and CEO of consulting firm Fo-

cus One, former VP of PepsiCo Greater China, Certified Profes-
sional Facilitator and ICF Professional Certified Coach, Gerber’s 
accomplishments and intimate practice of performance and pro-
cedure sound vehemently throughout exec level communication.

• CORPORATE AND EDUCATIONAL AUDIENCES:Targeting cor-
porate executive level distribution, TQ provides pioneer knowl-
edge and supplemental guides for every corporate executive 
looking to engineer a champion team physique.

• TRANSFORMATIONAL GUIDANCE: Focusing on the how-to’s 
of High Performance Leadership Teams, TQ includes team stud-
ies with measureable results and a coveted Operating Manual 
for leaders who are ready to transform dysfunctional teams to 
winning teams.

DOUGLAS R. GERBER is Founder and CEO of Focus One, a con-
sulting firm that helps leaders create High Performance Teams. 
After 23 years as a corporate executive, he developed a reputa-
tion for building successful teams. Later, as a consultant, he has 
personally worked with leaders from over 70 companies to de-
velop their own winning Teams.
     Drawing from his own extensive background and 10 years 
of research, Douglas innovated the concept of “Team Quotient” 
(TQ). He is a thought leader in the area of team transformation.
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An updated edition to a classic book about the amazing 
benefits of everyone's favorite food: Chocolate!

Dark chocolate sales are on the rise as people embrace 
the concept that chocolate can truly be good for them. 

But how do they know what to eat, how much, and which 
kinds are the best?
     The Chocolate Therapist answers these questions and 
more. This book has everything a person needs to know 
to select the best chocolate for health. Both informative 
and entertaining, it includes alphabetized ailments, each 
with a chocolate recommendation, followed by supporting 
research as to how and why it helps the body.
     The Chocolate Therapist helps readers discover what 
author Julie Nygard has known for years. The only difference 
between guilt-ridden and guilt-free chocolate enjoyment is 
simply education, and this book has it all!

THE CHOCOLATE THERAPIST
A Users Guide to the Extraordinary Health
Benefits of Chocolate • Julie Nygard

A deliciously informative guide to one of 
the world’s favorite treats.

ISBN: 9781684421893
EISBN: 9781684421916
PRICE: $15.99
CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Diet & Nutrition
PAGE COUNT: 320 Pages
PUB DATE: November 27th, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: LITTLETON, CO
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing sub-
scribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turner 
Publishing website. • Social media marketing through 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to me-
dia, trade, and influencers. • DRC offered on Edelweiss. 
Wide ARC distribution to trade, influencers, and author 
contacts. • Pre-Publication excerpt distribution. • Feature 
in Turner Publishing #FreeBookFriday Giveaway.
 • Marketing through author's chocolate shop in Colorado 
and large social media platform. • Author has strong mo-
mentum in chocolate industry
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Healing Powers of Chocolate: 9780758238207
The True History of Chocolate:  9780500290682

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• AUTHOR PLATFORM: The Chocolate Therapist a very active choco-

late shop and brand based in Colorado. Julie Nygard is active in pro-
moting her brand on social media, including a podcast and a YouTube 
channel called Chocolate Therapist TV.

• EXPERT: Julie Nygard is the authority on all things chocolate, from 
history to health. She is a nutrition educator and certified hypnothera-
pist. She speaks many times a year around the country on various 
chocolate and health related topics.

"This book tells you how to indulge your passion with tips on the health 
benefits of chocolate."—healthy MaGazine

"An enjoyable and educational read."—The suNDay PosT

"You're gearing up for Christmas, you're surrounded by chocolate. Relax, 
it could seriously improve your health."—bella

JULIE NYGARD, CHT, has a degree in psychology and is a certified hyp-
notherapist. She's also a nutrition educator with over 350 hours of holis-
tic nutrition training. She owns a chocolate shop that produces health-
ful chocolates with all-natural ingredients including nuts, berries, spices, 
and organic flavoring oils. Nygard speaks up to twenty times a month to 
various groups about chocolate and health, teaches classes on pairing 
chocolates with wines and teas, hosts fund-raisers and charity events, and 
travels on cruise ships as a guest lecturer speaking about chocolate.
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From the author of the critically-acclaimed debut 
People Who Knew Me comes the story of one man’s 

determination to abandon his will to live.  
 Jonathan Krause is a man with a plan. He is 
going to quit his advertising job and, when his money 
runs out, he is going to die. He just has one final 
mission: A trip to Japan. It’s a trip he was supposed to 
take with his girlfriend, Sara. It’s a trip inspired by his 
regrets. And it’s a trip to pay homage to the Japanese, 
the inventors of his chosen suicide technique.
 In preparation for his final voyage, Jonathan 
enrolls in a Japanese language class where he meets 
Riko, who has her own plans to visit her homeland, for 
very different reasons. Their unexpected and unusual 
friendship takes them to Japan together, where they 
each struggle to make peace with their past and accept 
that happiness, loneliness, and grief come and go—
just like the cherry blossoms.
 Haunted by lost love, Jonathan must decide if 
he can embrace the transient nature of life, or if he 
must choose the certainty of death.

CHERRY BLOSSOMS
A Novel
Kim Hooper

“This story, like most of my stories, started with one line: 
'I have eight months to live.'”—Kim Hooper

ISBN: 9781684421763
EISBN: 9781684421787
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Fiction / Literary
PAGE COUNT: 336 Pages
PUB DATE: October 30th, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: DANA PORT, CA
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing 
subscribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turn-
er Publishing website. • Social media marketing through 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to 
media, trade, and influencers. • DRC offered on Edel-
weiss. Wide ARC distribution to trade, influencers, and 
author contacts. • Pre-Publication excerpt distribution. • 
Feature in Turner Publishing #FreeBookFriday Giveaway
COMPARISON TITLES:
Standard Deviation: 9780385353816
Little Fires Everywhere: 9780735224292
The Futures: 9780316354172

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• POWERFUL AUTHOR Kim Hooper is the author of People Who 

Knew Me (2014) and has a strong fanbase for her stories about 
the resilience of the human spirit.

• UP LIT: Hooper’s writing is strong enough to make her a domi-
nating presence in the currently popular “up lit” movement.

• MULTICULTURAL: The book tells a relatable story of experienc-
ing new cultures that readers will find captivating and undeniably 
informative.

KIM HOOPER is the author of People Who Knew Me, hailed as 
"refreshingly raw and honest" by the Wall Street Journal. Cherry 
Blossoms is her second novel. She lives in Southern California with 
her husband, daughter, and a collection of pets.
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High above the sea, hidden in the rocky Scottish cliffs, 
something stirs. Far from the prying eyes of normal 

folk, an ancient female force has set the wheels in motion 
for a long line of descendants. But to what end?
     Spanning centuries of human history, these daughters 
of the lowland hag, the Cailleach, must navigate a world 
filled with superstition, hatred, violence, pestilence, and 
death to find their purpose. With pasts half remembered 
and destinies denied, their parts in the eerie family history 
must play out in series of fevered dreams that feel all too 
real and curious incidents that must surely be dreams. And 
with each passing generation, the waves crash against the 
shore, and the Cailleach awaits a homecoming that will 
bring everything full circle.

HAG
A Novel

Kathleen Kaufman

A long line of magical women must find their destinies 
and complete the family circle.

ISBN: 9781684421671
EISBN: 9781684421695
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Fiction / Fantasy & Magic
PAGE COUNT: 336 Pages
PUB DATE: October 2nd, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: LOS ANGELES, CA
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing sub-
scribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turner Pub-
lishing website. • Social media marketing through Twitter, 
Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to media, trade, 
and influencers. • DRC offered on Edelweiss. ARC distribu-
tion to trade, influencers, and author contacts. • Pre-Publi-
cation excerpt distribution. • Feature in Turner Publishing’s 
#FreeBookFriday Giveaway 
COMPARISON TITLES:
A Secret History of Witches: 9780316508551
The Witches of New York: 9780062359926
The Lairdbalor: 9781683365877

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• NOTABLE AUTHOR: Kaufman wrote the highly-praised The 

Lairdbalor, and has an academic background in language and 
literature education.

• MAGIC AND OCCULT: Readers are obsessed with magical 
themes and the history of witches, featured here through strong 
female protagonists.

• CELTIC FOLKLORE: Kaufman combines elements of magical real-
ism with her family’s own history and ancient legend in a way that 
appeals to fans of authors like Deborah Harkness and Alice Hoffman.

KATHLEEN KAUFMAN is a native Coloradan and long-time resi-
dent of Los Angeles, California. She is a University of Southern 
California alum, teaches high school English, and is a writing and 
composition adjunct professor at Santa Monica College. Kath-
leen currently lives in Los Angeles with her husband, son, terrier, 
and a pack of cats. Hag is her third novel.

ALSO BY KATHLEEN KAUFMAN:

THE LAIRDBALOR: A NOVEL
ISBN: 9781683365877

"Kathleen Kaufman's debut is a dark, twisted 
fairytale of the best kind. The Lairdbalor is 
haunting, evocative, page-turning. Couldn't 
read it fast enough! The ending will stay with 
you long after you've put it down."—Jenni-
fer brody, award-winning author of The 13th 
Continuum
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Jedidiah Robbins is a man on a crusade. From 
town to town, his Gospel train rides the rails of 

1920s Appalachia, spreading the Good News with 
his daughter and a loyal group of roustabouts in tow. 
But Jedidiah’s traveling revival company has a secret: 
in addition to offering the gifts of the Holy Spirit, it 
also delivers spirits of another kind. Prohibition is 
in full swing, but The Sword of the Lord train keeps 
the speakeasies in the towns it visits in business by 
providing the best that mountain stills have to offer. 
While beyond the gaze of federal agents, the operation 
eventually runs afoul of an overzealous small town 
sheriff and a corrupt judge, setting in motion a series 
of events that could land them all in chains. Told with 
haunting lyricism, this is the story of a preacher full 
of contradictions, a man for whom the way is never 
straight and narrow. It bends like the river, a river 
that leads him in the paths of a different brand of 
righteousness—and perhaps even to salvation.

THE HOLY GHOST SPEAKEASY 
AND REVIVAL A Novel
Terry Roberts

 A revival preacher spreads the Holy Spirit 
as well as illegal spirits in this Prohibition-
era novel.

ISBN: 9781684421633
EISBN: 9781684421787
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Fiction / Literary
PAGE COUNT: 336 Pages
PUB DATE: August 21st, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: ASHEVILLE, NC
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing 
subscribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turn-
er Publishing website. • Social media marketing through 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to 
media, trade, and influencers. • DRC offered on Edel-
weiss. Wide ARC distribution to trade, influencers, and 
author contacts. • Pre-Publication excerpt distribution. • 
Feature in Turner Publishing #FreeBookFriday Giveaway.
 • Author to attend SIBA in September 2018 
COMPARISON TITLES:
That Bright Land: 9781630269753
A Short Time to Stay Here: 9781681629513
The Twelve-Mile Straight: 9780062422088

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Winner of the Thomas Wolfe 

Memorial Literary Award for That Bright Land, the Willie Morris 
Award for Southern Fiction and Sir Walter Raleigh Award for A 
Short Time to Stay Here.

• REGIONAL: Appeals to public intrigue of stories set in rural Appa-
lachia. 

• MASTERFUL STORYTELLING: Cross-over appeal to secular and 
religious audiences, with mythical and allegorical elements, such 
as the personification of Death.

TERRY ROBERTS' direct ancestors have lived in the mountains of 
Western North Carolina since the time of the Revolutionary War. 
Among his forebears are prominent bootleggers and preachers but 
no one who, like Jedidiah Robbins, combines both preoccupations.
     His debut novel, A Short Time to Stay Here, won the Willie Mor-
ris Award for Southern Fiction, and his second novel, That Bright 
Land, won the Thomas Wolfe Memorial Literary Award as well as 
the James Still Award for Writing about the Appalachian South.
     Born and raised near Weaverville, North Carolina, Roberts is 
the Director of the National Paideia Center and lives in Asheville, 
North Carolina.
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The summer before her junior year, paleontology 
geek Natalie Page lands a coveted internship at 

an Ice Age dig site near Austin, Texas. Natalie, who’s 
also a plus-size fashion blogger, depends on the retro 
style and persona she developed to shield herself from 
her former bullies, but vintage dresses and designer 
heels aren’t compatible with digging for fossils.
     But nothing is going to dampen her spirit. She’s 
exactly where she wants to be, and gets to work with 
her hero, the host of the most popular paleontology 
podcast in the world. And then there’s Chase, the 
intern, who’s seriously cute, and Cody, a local boy 
who’d be even cuter if he were less of a grouch.
       It’s a summer that promises to be about more than 
just mammoths. Until it isn’t.
    When Natalie’s paleontologist hero turns out to 
be anything but, and steals the credit for one of her 
accomplishments, she has to unearth the confidence 
she needs to stand out in a field dominated by men. 
To do this, she’ll have to let her true self shine, even 
if that means defying the rules and risking her life for 
the sake of a major discovery. While sifting through 
dirt, she finds more than fossils—she finds out that 
she is truly awesome.

MAMMOTH
A Novel

Jill Baguchinsky

 Should a girl have to choose between a passion for fashion and prospecting for 
fossils?  Not in 40 billion years!

ISBN: 9781684421947
EISBN: 9781684421961
PRICE: $15.99
CATEGORY: Young Adult Fiction / Girls & Women
PAGE COUNT: 304 Pages
PUB DATE: November 6th, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: FLORIDA
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing sub-
scribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turner Pub-
lishing website. • Social media marketing through Twitter, 
Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to media, trade, 
and influencers. • DRC offered on Edelweiss. ARC distribu-
tion to trade, influencers, and author contacts. • Pre-Publi-
cation excerpt distribution. • Feature in Turner Publishing’s 
#FreeBookFriday Giveaway 
COMPARISON TITLES:
3:49: 9780062118820
Spookygirl: Paranormal Investigator: 9780525425847
Dumplin': 9780062327192

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Jill Baguchinsky is the winner of the 

2011 Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award for Spookygirl: Para-
normal Investigator.

• INSPIRING FEMALE ROLE MODEL: Mammoth’s Natalie is a body-
positive role model who is as brainy as she is fashion-forward. 
Nerds and fashionistas alike can rejoice: Natalie is an unapolo-
getically awesome heroine, you’ll want to be her friend!

• HIGHLY RELEVANT: Mammoth touches on a couple of the hottest 
topics taking over phone and TV screens right now, the Body Posi-
tivity movement and women in STEM. This book pushes the status 
quo on who’s allowed to excel in both fashion and science, making 
it the perfect read for young females (and males) everywhere.

JILL BAGUCHINSKY was the only kid in town who used to dress up as a 
Ghostbuster for Halloween. Her first book, Spookygirl: Paranormal Investiga-
tor, won the 2011 Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award for Young Adult Fiction.
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Picking up where Jonathan Shaw's critically-
acclaimed Scab Vendor: Confessions of a Tattoo 

Artist left off, Homeward Bound resumes the story of 
Cigano, the tattoo man. Cigano continues his full-body 
tattoo work on a young acolyte, Jaco, who eagerly soaks 
up his tales. Homeward Bound continues charting the 
amazing course of a life measured in extremes and 
all the singular people, exotic places, and outrageous 
events that shaped it into a survivor's tale of epic 
proportions. In its pages, Shaw takes the reader deeper 
than ever before, not only into the bizarre recesses of 
his extraordinary mind and incredible adventures, but 
also into the strange and magical process of memoir 
writing itself. 

HOMEWARD BOUND
Confessions of a Tattoo Artist: Book 2
Jonathan Shaw

“The next Bukowski.” —Rolling Stone

ISBN: 9781684421367
EISBN: 9781684421381
PRICE: $19.99
CATEGORY: Fiction / Literary
PAGE COUNT: 400 Pages
PUB DATE: August 14th, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: LOS ANGELES, CA
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing 
subscribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turn-
er Publishing website. • Social media marketing through 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to 
media, trade, and influencers. • DRC offered on Edel-
weiss. Wide ARC distribution to trade, influencers, and 
author contacts. • Pre-Publication excerpt distribution. • 
Feature in Turner Publishing #FreeBookFriday Giveaway.
 • Large author platform of celebrities and influencers
COMPARISON TITLES:
Vintage Tattoo: 9781576877692
Narcisa: Our Lady of Ashes:  9780062354990
Scab Vendor: 9781681629155

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• NETWORK OF CELEBRITY INFLUENCERS: The son of jazz leg-

end Artie Shaw and Hollywood actress Doris Dowling, author 
Jonathan Shaw has a rich matrix of connections, from Johnny 
Depp to Debbie Harry to Iggy Pop.

• BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Jonathan Shaw's previous novel, Nar-
cisa, was on the Amazon bestseller list for six consecutive weeks.

• GENRE-BENDING: Combined elements of Shaw's experiences and 
rich imagination create what editors refer to as a "quasi-memoir."

“Jonathan Shaw’s words, work, life, lives, deaths, rants, rage, hilar-
ity and taste rank with the best of ‘em.” —Johnny depp

“Jonathan Shaw is the great nightmare anti-hero of the new age.” 
—iGGy pop

“The grunge of Bukowski… The teeth-grinding momentum of the 
Beats.” —kirkus reviews

For decades, JONATHAN SHAW was a world-renowned celebrity 
tattoo artist. Over the course of his well-documented career, he was 
one of the most infamous and influential tattoo men on the planet. 
Described by Iggy Pop as “the great nightmare anti-hero of the 
New Age,” Shaw’s client list included names like Johnny Depp, The 
Cure, The Velvet Underground, The Pogues, The Ramones, Marilyn 
Manson, Jim Jarmusch, Joe Coleman, Johnny Winter, Kate Moss, 
Orlando Bloom, Tupac Shakur and the notorious Great Train Rob-
ber, Ronald Biggs. Jonathan Shaw is still one of the most respected 
names in the tattoo profession today—despite having retired over 
15 years ago from an industry with an absurdly short memory—an 
industry he was instrumental in pioneering.
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"The worst thing about food science, the elephant in 
the room, is that it's not just the opinions that are 

changing—but the 'facts' themselves shift too."

Did you know that the great philosophers were 
the original foodies? To eat or not to eat? 

That’s an easy question to answer. But what to eat? 
That’s a deep and profoundly difficult one. Doctors 
and nutritionists often disagree with each other, 
while celebrities and scientists keep pitching us new 
recipes and special diets. No one thought to ask the 
philosophers—those rational souls devoted to truth, 
ethics, and reason—what they think. Until now.

I THINK, THEREFORE I EAT
The World's Greatest Minds Tackle
the Food Question • Martin Cohen

Answers life’s inescapable question: 
“What to eat?"

ISBN: 9781684421985
EISBN: 9781684422005
PRICE: $15.99
CATEGORY: Philosophy / Mind & Body
PAGE COUNT: 336 Pages
PUB DATE: November 20th, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: PARIS, FRANCE
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing sub-
scribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turner Pub-
lishing website. • Social media marketing through Twitter, 
Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to media, trade, 
and influencers. • DRC offered on Edelweiss. ARC distribu-
tion to trade, influencers, and author contacts. • Pre-Publi-
cation excerpt distribution. • Feature in Turner Publishing’s 
#FreeBookFriday Giveaway 
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Omnivore's Dilemma: 9780143038580
101 Ethical Delimmas: 9780415404006
Philosophers at Table: 9780415635745

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• NOTABLE AUTHOR: Editor of The Philosopher, one of the world’s 

oldest philosophical magazines, Martin Cohen is also Visiting Re-
search Fellow in Philosophy at the University of Hertfordshire (UK) 
and co-author of many successful books. 

• ON-THE-GO “SNACK READING”:  The ingenious term coined 
by the author presents current scientific data in short, accessible 
chapters for those who feel too busy for heavier reading.

• IRRESISTIBLE AND ENGAGING:   A great introduction to the 
philosophy of food for those curious about the big ideas behind 
everyday food issues and debates. The reader is invited to be an 
active participant in the great debate of what to eat.

"Cohen’s suggestions are delicious and furiously contemporary, as 
the Inspectors of the Michelin Guide also once put it, writing about 
my own restaurant." —JereMy laze, Chef at La Villa Eugène, Caen

MARTIN COHEN is a writer, editor and reviewer with an internation-
al reputation for explaining complex issues which cut across subject 
boundaries in a clear and entertaining way. He is a Visiting Research 
Fellow in Philosophy at the University of Hertfordshire (UK) as well 
as Editor of The Philosopher, one of the world’s oldest philosophical 
magazines with a tradition of writing "philosophy for all." He has also 
been a contributing writer forThe Guardian, The Daily Telegraph and 
The Independent, and has written many successful books, including 
101 Philosophy Problems which has been translated into 20 different 
languages and sold over 200 000 copies worldwide.
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Calling all chiliheads!

This revised edition of Jane Butel's instant classic 
includes more than 160 recipes to feed the 

irresistible passion and teach the methods to chili 
madness. These recipes are not only for chili, but for 
all kinds of delicious dishes that use chilies in some 
creative and unexpected ways. Included throughout 
are bits of legendary origins and spiritual beginnings, 
a chili rating scale, and cook-off lore. In addition, 
Jane guides you through parching and peeling your 
own dried pods and fresh peppers, the 10-Step Chili 
Fitness Plan, the controversy of beans vs no beans, 
and beef vs. pork

CHILI MADNESS
A Passionate Cookbook by Jane Butel
Jane Butel

OVER ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD.

ISBN: 9781681624822
EISBN: 9781681624846
PRICE: $15.99
CATEGORY: Cooking / Regional & Ethnic
PAGE COUNT: 208 Pages
PUB DATE: September 4th, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 7.5 x 9.25
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: CORRALES, NM
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing 
subscribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turn-
er Publishing website. • Social media marketing through 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to 
media, trade, and influencers. • DRC offered on Edel-
weiss. Wide ARC distribution to trade, influencers, and 
author contacts. • Pre-Publication excerpt distribution. • 
Feature in Turner Publishing #FreeBookFriday Giveaway.
 • Large author platform through cooking school and 
spice company in New Mexico
COMPARISON TITLES:
The Chili Cookbook: 9781607747956
Jane Butel's Hotter than Hell:  9781681624679
Jane Butel's Tex-Mex Cookbook: 9781681624648

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• OVER ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD! This is Jane Butel's all-

time bestselling cookbook.
• ACCOMPLISHED AUTHOR: Jane Butel's illustrious career en-

compasses 23 cookbooks, the top-ranking Jane Butel's South-
west Cooking School, and Pecos Valley Spice Company. 

• MORE THAN RECIPES:  Contains a 10-step chili fitness plan, 
chili history and trivia, DIY preparation methods, as well as Jane’s 
personal favorite recipe, Pecos River Bowl of Red!

"[Jane] has dedicated herself to prove to the public that chili has a 
taste all its own . . . . Her credentials are authentic"

—The New york Times

"What a fun and educational book! I can't wait until every page 
gets spotted with chili from the simmering pots in my kitchen."

—roberto santbañez, author of Rosa's New Mexican Table

JANE BUTEL is the leading international authority on the cuisine of 
the American Southwest and Regional Mexican cooking. Known for 
her clear, easy to understand recipes and culinary instruction—she 
has been recognized as the “Best in the US” by Gayot.com and 
one of the four best Cooking Schools in the World by Bon Appetit 
magazine. She has authored 23 cookbooks, including many best 
sellers, hosted four television shows and national radio shows, and 
conducts hands-on cooking schools and culinary tours.
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The topic of “Neurotheology” has garnered 
increasing attention in both the academic, 

religious, scientific, and popular world. However, there 
have been no attempts at exploring more specifically 
how Jewish religious thought and experience may 
intersect with neurotheology. The Rabbi’s Brain engages 
this groundbreaking area. Topics included relate to a 
neurotheological approach to the foundational beliefs 
that arise from the Torah and associated scriptures, 
Jewish learning, an exploration of the different elements 
of Judaism (i.e. reform, conservative, and orthodox), 
an exploration of specifically Jewish practices (i.e. 
Davening, Sabbath, Kosher), and a review of Jewish 
mysticism. The Rabbi’s Brain engages these topics in an 
easy to read style and integrates the scientific, religious, 
philosophical, and theological aspects of the emerging 
field of neurotheology. 

THE RABBI'S BRAIN
Mystics, Moderns and The Science of Jewish Thinking

Dr. Andrew Newberg and Dr. David Halpern

 “I always have wanted to use [neurotheology] 
to embrace Judaism to see how far one might 
take it to address important issues and ideas in 
Jewish thought.” —author Andrew Newberg

ISBN: 9781683367123
EISBN: 9781683367147
PRICE: $19.99
CATEGORY: Religion / Judaism / Theology
PAGE COUNT: 400 Pages
PUB DATE: October 23rd, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: PHILADELPHIA, PA
MARKETING: Email marketing to Turner Publishing sub-
scribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on Turner Pub-
lishing website. • Social media marketing through Twitter, 
Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to media, trade, 
and influencers. • DRC offered on Edelweiss. ARC distribu-
tion to trade, influencers, and author contacts. • Pre-Publi-
cation excerpt distribution. • Feature in Turner Publishing’s 
#FreeBookFriday Giveaway. • Author signing events in NYC 
/ Philadelphia / DC in fall 2018
COMPARISON TITLES:
Our Religious Brains: 9781580238403
How God Changes Your Brain: 9780345503411

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Andrew Newberg is the Bestselling author of 

How God Changes Your Brain (Ballantine, 2009), and Why God Won’t 
Go Away (Ballantine, 2001). He has presented his work at scientific and 
religious meetings throughout the world and has appeared on Good 
Morning America, Nightline, ABC’s World News Tonight. 

• PIONEER IN HIS FIELD: Director of Research at the Myrna Brind 
Center of Integrative Medicine at Thomas Jefferson University Hos-
pital and Medical College, Dr. Andre Newberg is considered a pio-
neer in the field of neurotheology. 

• CUTTING-EDGE:  Throughout his career Dr. Newberg has been 
deeply involved in the study of mystical and religious experiences, 
one of the newest hot topics in both the science and religious com-
munities; gaining the interest of National Public Radio, and the na-
tionally distributed movies, What the Bleep Do We Know? and Bill 
Maher’s movie, Religulous. 

ANDREW B. NEWBERG is Director of Research at the Myrna Brind 
Center of Integrative Medicine and has published over two hundred 
articles, essays and book chapters. How God Changes Your Brain, and 
Why God Won’t Go Away.

DAVID HALPERN is a first year resident at the Sidney Kimmel Medical Col-
lege at Thomas Jefferson University. David worked with Dr. Andrew New-
berg, M.D. at the Myrna Brind Center of Integrative Medicine on a theoreti-
cal research project exploring topics related to Jewish neurotheology. 
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Witty, wise, and powerful meditations on the New 
Testament are presented in the perfect form for 

readers with busy lives who sometimes find that there is 
not enough time in the day to focus on their spiritual well-
being. Martin Copenhaver feels their pain and has packed 
this volume full of insight into the teachings of Jesus that 
anyone, no matter how busy, can find the time to digest, 
reflect on, and enjoy. In addition, a scripture and a prayer 
accompany each of the 140+ lessons, the distilled results of 
decades of spiritual scholarship and teaching.

GOSPEL IN MINIATURE
Meditations for When You Have a Minute
Martin B. Copenhaver

 Short, sweet, and relatable 1-page devotion-
als for when you have a moment.

IMPRINT: SkyLight Paths
ISBN: 9781683367192
EISBN: 9781683367215
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Religion / Devotional
PAGE COUNT: 224 Pages
PUB DATE: August 28th, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 5 x 8
AUTHOR'S HOMETOWN: BOSTON, MA
MARKETING: Email marketing to SkyLight Paths sub-
scribers, trade, and influencers. • Marketing on SkyLight 
Path's website. • Social media marketing through Twit-
ter, Facebook, and Instagram. • Press releases to media, 
trade, and influencers. • DRC offered on Edelweiss. Wide 
ARC distribution to trade, influencers, and author con-
tacts. • Pre-Publication excerpt distribution. • Feature in 
Turner Publishing #FreeBookFriday Giveaway • Author's 
email publication consists of over 32,000 daily readers
COMPARISON TITLES:
Jesus is the Question: 9781426755149
New Morning Mercies:  9781433541384
To Begin at the Beginning: 9780802874160

KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• AUTHOR PLATFORM: Author, pastor and president of Andover 

Newton Theological School, Martin Copenhaver has a built-in read-
ership of more than 30,000 subscribers to his popular e-publication, 
StillSpeaking Daily Devotional. Martin has also authored several 
books and is a prolific voice in the Christian community. 

• DAILY INSPIRATION: With more than 140 thoughtful reflections 
drawn from the author’s own experience of the goodness of God’s 
grace these meditations for when you have a moment can be read 
anywhere at any moment. 

• BELOVED SCRIPTURE: Offering encouragement through some of 
the Holy Bible’s most beloved scripture, these meditations focus on 
the heart of the Gospel and gift of God’s glory. 

MARTIN COPENHAVER is the president of Andover Newton Theo-
logical School and an ordained minister in the United Church of Christ. 
Copenhaver has authored several books, including Living Faith While 
Holding Doubts (Pilgrim Press, 1989; revised 2003) and To Begin at the 
Beginning: An Introduction to the Christian Faith (United Church Press, 
1994; revised by Pilgrim Press, 2002). Most recently, he wrote Jesus Is 
the Question: The 307 Questions Jesus Asked and the 3 He Answered 
(Abingdon Press, 2014), and Room to Grow: Meditations on Trying to 
Live as a Christian (Eerdmans, 2015). A graduate of Dickinson College, 
Copenhaver received his Master of Divinity degree from Yale University 
Divinity School. Martin is an Editor at Large at The Christian Century 
and a contributor to numerous other periodicals. He is also a member 
of the Writer's Group, which produces written resources for the United 
Church of Christ, including the Stillspeaking Daily Devotional.
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THE SANDRA HOCHMAN COLLECTION

REMEMBERING PARIS 1958-60
ISBN: 9781683365341

LOVING ROBERT LOWELL
ISBN: 9781683365372

THE SHAKESPREARE CONSPIRACY
ISBN: 9781683365402

HAPPINESS IS TOO 
MUCH TROUBLE

ISBN: 
9781683365198

WALKING PAPERS
ISBN: 

9781683365136

PLAYING TAHOE
ISBN: 

9781683365259

ENDANGERED 
SPECIES

ISBN: 
9781683365228

JOGGING
ISBN: 

9781683365167

THE MAGIC CONVENTION
ISBN: 9781683365297

STREAMS
ISBN: 9781683365310

PORTRAITS OF GENIUS FRIENDS
ISBN: 9781683367338
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THE BARBARA WOOD COLLECTION

LAND OF THE AFTERNOON SUN
ISBN: 9781681623887

THE FAR RIVER
ISBN: 9781683365402

THE MAGDALENE SCROLLS
ISBN: 9781683365372
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THE EUGENIA PRICE COLLECTION

WAITING TIME
ISBN: 9781683367420

BRIGHT CAPTIVITY
ISBN: 9781683367420

WHERE SHADOWS GO
ISBN: 9781683367420

BEAUTY FROM ASHES
ISBN: 9781683367420
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THE FLORIDA TRILOGY

SAVANNAH QUARTET        

THE ST. SIMONS TRILOGY
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Jane Butel is the leading international 
authority on the cuisine of the Ameri-

can Southwest and Regional Mexican 
cooking. Known for her clear, easy to 
understand recipes and culinary instruc-
tion—she has been recognized as the 
“Best in the US” by Gayot.com and one 
of the four best Cooking Schools in the 
World by Bon Appetit magazine.
      She has authored 22 cookbooks, includ-
ing many best sellers, hosted four tele-
vision shows and national radio shows; 
conducts hands-on cooking schools, con-
ducts culinary tours and sells her cook-
books on-line.
      Jane is also the founder of Pecos Valley 
Spice Company which was established in 
1978. Fresh, pure, best available ingredi-
ents create the best flavors and nutrition. 
Jane has personally selected these chiles, 
spices, corn masa and beans for her fla-
vorful Southwestern recipes. These are the 
ingredients she works with in her award 
winning Cooking School. Each product 
has no preservatives or additives, as do al-
most all other ingredients available from 
competitive companies.

THE JANE BUTEL COOKBOOK LIBRARY
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KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• JANE BUTEL’S SOUTHWEST COOKING SCHOOL was voted “Best in the US” by several agencies including Bon Appetit Magazine and 

has active alumni of over 3,000.
• Jane Butel is the author of 23 cookbooks with SIX MILLION COPIES sold and five bestsellers.
• PECOS VALLEY SPICE CO. (PVSC) sells spices and gift sets via direct mail, department stores and gourmet stores—treasured source of 

pure SW chiles and ingredients.
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KEY SELLING POINTS: 
• GOLD MEDAL WINNER: Young Adult Fiction—Fan-

tasy/Sci-Fi, Independent Publisher's Moonbeam Chil-
dren's Book Awards

"The books I loved as a YA reader profoundly informed my life. 
So I’m excited for all who are about to discover The 13th Con-
tinuum. Jennifer Brody has brought muscular, propulsive writing 
and big ideas to bear on an ambitious, dystopian landscape that 
dares to look past the near horizon. And dares to hope."

—Mark ordesky, Executive Producer of The Lord of the Rings

Quietly annoying and tenacious Sheriff John Le 
Brun has earned a reputation for solving wickedly 

complex crimes, from his home town of Brunswick, 
Georgia to London, England. Now retired, he finds 
himself mysteriously hired to solve the 1908 murder 
of the owner of a high-priced Manhattan brothel. The 
client's letterhead indicates J. P. Morgan. The Titan of 
Wall St. denies its validity but himself hires Le Brun to 
not only solve the crime but also expose the impostor. 
         As John peels away layer upon layer of facts, he 
realizes that he is exploring the police-protected vice 
of prostitution, which is a source of livelihood for one 
out of every three hundred women in New York City. 
Le Brun discovers a connection on St. Simons Island, 
where he holds a membership to an exclusive club. The 
island was the locale of the last illegal U.S. importation 
of African slaves. Now history may be repeating itself, 
for the purpose of sex slavery.

ISBN: 9781681620374
PRICE: $18.99
CATEGORY: Fiction / Mystery & Detective
PAGE COUNT: 320 Pages
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5

THE JOHN LE BRUN SERIES
Brent Monahan

OVER 40,000 COPIES SOLD.

THE CONTINUUM TRILOGY
Jennifer Brody

THE BROKEN SKY CHRONICLES
Jason Chabot

"Teen, tween, and adult fans of futuristic YA adventure such as 
Suzanne Collins’s The Hunger Games will devour this title, and 
parents whose children are reluctant readers will want to put this 
into their hands."—LIBRARY JOURNAL, STARRED REVIEW

"This first volume in a new trilogy has much to offer genre en-
thusiasts."—kirkus 

"Below is post apocalyptic at its roots, but the nature of the 
world allows the introduction of tropes from fantasy, dystopia 
and science fiction, injecting much needed originality into this 
recently oversaturated genre."—CM MaGazine
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THE GOSPEL SERIES
Thomas Moore

ISBN: 9781594736384
PRICE: $18.99
CATEGORY: Religion / General
PAGE COUNT: 200 Pages
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

"Be inspired to live an altogether different kind 
of life rooted in a more radical kind of love."

"In my translation there is no suggestion that readers should believe in anything, join an 
organization, or abandon their cherished religious and philosophical ideals. I see no reason 
why a Christian, an agnostic, a Buddhist, or even an atheist would not be charmed and 
inspired by the Gospels. Anyone can freely and without any worries read the Gospels and 
be enriched." —from the Introduction to Gospel

WILEY POP CULTURE

BATMAN AND
PSYCHOLOGY

ISBN: 9781118167656

THE HOBBIT
AND HISTORY

ISBN: 9781118167656

HARRY POTTER
AND HISTORY

ISBN: 97811181676649

AN ESSENTIAL COMPANION TO EVERY FAN!

TWILIGHT
AND HISTORY

ISBN: 9780470581780
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Presented in the form of letters from a rabbi to his sons, Why 
Judaism Matters is common sense guidance and a road 

map for a new generation of young men and women who find 
Jewish orthodoxy, tradition, issues, and beliefs impenetrable in 
21st Century society. By intimately illustrating how the tenets 
of Judaism still apply in our modern world, Rabbi John Rosove 
gives heartfelt direction to the sons and daughters of reform 
Jews everywhere.

What does it mean to become a Jewish woman? This growing 
up business isn't always what it's cracked up to be: It can be 

complicated and scary and seem impossibly hard. With all the choices 
and challenges before her, how does a girl become a young Jewish 
woman?
 The JGirl’s Guide is a first-of-its-kind book of practical, real-
world advice using Judaism as a compass for the journey through 
adolescence. This newly updated and expanded survival guide for 
coming of age explores the wisdom and experiences of rabbis, athletes, 
writers, scholars, musicians and great Jewish thinkers.

ISBN: 9781683367055
PRICE: $18.99
CATEGORY: Religion / Judaism / General
PAGE COUNT: 240 Pages
PUB DATE: October 2017
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

WHY JUDAISM MATTERS
Letters of a Liberal Rabbi to his Children and the Millennial Generation
Rabbi John Rosove

THE JGIRL'S GUIDE: SECOND EDITION
The Young Jewish Woman's Essential Survival Guide for Growing Up Jewish
Penina Adelman, Ali Feldman, and Shulamit Reinharz

ISBN: 9781580238533
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Religion / Judaism / General
PAGE COUNT: 240 Pages
PUB DATE: November 2017
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9
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The power of prayer for spiritual renewal and personal 
transformation is at the core of all religious traditions. 

Because Hasidic literature contains no systematic manual of 
contemplative prayer, the texts included in this volume have been 
culled from many sources. From the teachings of the Hasidic 
Masters, the editors have gleaned "hints as to the various rungs 
of inner prayer and how they are attained." Through advice, 
parables, and explanations, the Hasidic masters of the past speak 
to our own attempts to find meaning in prayer.

In this new and updated second edition, explore the surprising 
Jewish and other religious connections to chocolate in this 

gastronomic and historical adventure through cultures, countries, 
centuries and convictions. Rabbi Deborah Prinz draws from her 
world travels on the trail of chocolate to enchant chocolate lovers 
of all backgrounds as she unravels religious connections in the early 
chocolate trade and shows how Jewish and other religious values 
infuse chocolate today.
       With mouth-watering recipes, a glossary of chocolaty terms, 
tips for buying luscious, ethically produced chocolate, a list of sweet 
chocolate museums around the world and more.

ON THE CHOCOLATE TRAIL
Second Edition

Rabbi Deborah R. Prinz

ISBN: 9781683366706
PRICE: $16.99

CATEGORY: Religion / Judaism / General
PAGE COUNT: 160 Pages

PUB DATE: September 2017
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

YOUR WORD IS FIRE: SECOND EDITION
The Hasidic Masters on Contemplative Prayer

Arthur Green and Barry W. Holtz

ISBN: 9781683366768
PRICE: $18.99

CATEGORY: Religion / Judaism / General
PAGE COUNT: 304 Pages

PUB DATE: February 27th, 2018
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9
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Are you thinking of having a baby? Perhaps you're pregnant or nursing a newborn. 
Whatever the case, Expect the Best shows you how a healthy lifestyle from preconception 

to postdelivery will help you to have the brightest, healthiest child possible. You'll find 
dozens of useful, easy-to-follow tips for healthy eating and physical activity, including:
• Why you (and your partner) should achieve a healthy weight before trying for a baby, and 

how good nutrition helps maximize fertility in women and men
• Trimester-by-trimester advice about nutrition and exercise during pregnancy
• Safe postpregnancy weight loss, and the best eating plan for nursing moms
• How diet can help you handle conditions such as gestational diabetes and morning 

sickness
• 50 delicious, nutritious, and easy recipes your entire family will love

Endometriosis materializes when the endometrium  —the tissue that lines the 
inside of the uterus—sheds, but does not exit a woman’s body during her period. 

Instead, it grows outside of the uterus, spreading to organs and nerves in and around 
the pelvic region. The resulting pain is so physically and emotionally insufferable that 
it can mercilessly dominate a woman’s life. The average woman with endometriosis 
is twenty-seven years old before she is diagnosed. It is one of the top three causes of 
female infertility. The pain it emits can affect a woman’s career, social life, relationships, 
sexual activity, sleep, and diet. It is incurable, but highly treatable. Unfortunately, 
though, it is rarely treated in a timely manner, if at all, because of misdiagnoses and/or 
a lack of education among those in the medical community. 

ISBN: 9781681621128
PRICE: $19.99
CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Women's Health
PAGE COUNT: 272 Pages
PUB DATE: October 2017
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5

THE DOCTOR WILL SEE YOU NOW
Recognizing and Treating Endometriosis
Tamer Seckin, MD

EXPECT THE BEST: SECOND EDITON
Your Guide to Healthy Eating Before, During, 
and After Pregnancy Elizabeth M. Ward, MS, RD

ISBN: 9781681626246
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Pregnancy
PAGE COUNT: 304 Pages
PUB DATE: March 2017
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

"In a world where information 
is everywhere yet answers are 
hard to come by, Dr. Seckin 

offers comfort and guidance."
—lena dunhaM

Completely updated and 
revised with the latest 

guidelines for nutrition and 
lifestyle before, during, 

and after pregnancy.
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Hundreds of thousands of readers have relied on Prescription for Natural Cures as 
the source for accurate, easy-to-understand information on natural treatments 

and remedies for a host of common ailments. The new edition of this invaluable guide 
has been thoroughly updated to reflect the very latest research and recommendations. 
This revised edition prescribes remedies for almost 200 conditions, including new 
entries such as gluten sensitivity and MRSA. You’ll find easy-to-understand discussions 
of the symptoms and root causes of each health problem along with a proven, natural, 
customized prescription that may include supplements, herbal medicine, homeopathy, 
aromatherapy, Chinese medicine, hydrotherapy, bodywork, natural hormones, and 
other natural cures in addition to nutritional advice. 

According to the National Psoriasis Foundation, at least seven million people 
in the US and more than 100 million worldwide suffer from this chronic skin 

disease. This book outlines Dr. Pagano’s natural, drug-free treatment regimen that can 
alleviate, control, and even heal psoriasis without steroid creams, tar baths, injections, 
or ultraviolet treatments. Healing Psoriasis outlines a healthy diet and lifestyle and 
includes case histories, photos, recipes, and a chapter on eczema.
      The cookbook includes more than 300 kitchen-tested recipes designed for the 
psoriasis, eczema, and psoriatic-arthritic patient, plus the latest nutritional facts for 
everyone!

PRESCRIPTION FOR NATURAL CURES
A Self-Care Guide for Treating Health Problems

James F. Balch, MD; Mark Stengler NMD; 
Robin Balch, ND

ISBN: 9781630260903
PRICE: $29.99

CATEGORY: Health & Fitness
PAGE COUNT: 848 Pages

TRIM SIZE: 8.5 x 11

HEALING PSORIASIS
The Natural Alternative
John O.A. Pagano

ISBN: 9780470267264
PRICE: $17.99

CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Diseases / Skin
PAGE COUNT: 352 Pages

TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

A LEADING RESEARCHER shares natural 
remedies for psoriasis.

“An outstanding resource 
for comparing common 

pharmaceutical and holis-
tic treatments.” 

—ronald M. laWrenCe, M.d.
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A renowned dog trainer gives you the positive training tools you need 
to share a lifetime of fun, companionship, and respect with your dog. 

Includes information on the importance of observing, understanding, and 
reacting appropriately to your dog’s body language; instructions on how to 
phase out the use of a clicker and treats to introduce more advanced training 
concepts; a diary to track progress; suggestions for treats your dog will respond 
to; and a glossary of training terms.

DOCTOR YOURSELF: SECOND EDITION
Natural Healing That Works
Andrew W. Saul, Ph.D.

ISBN: 9781591203100
PRICE: $31.99
CATEGORY: Health & Fitness
PAGE COUNT: 432 Pages
TRIM SIZE: 8.5 x 11

THE POWER OF POSITIVE 
DOG TRAINING Second Edition
Pat Miller

ISBN: 9780470241844
PRICE: $18.99
CATEGORY: Pets / Dogs
PAGE COUNT: 288 Pages
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

Dr. Saul explodes the myth that an army of medical specialists and 
medications is necessary to maintain good health. The human body, 

he maintains, has evolved to live well and fight off disease, relying on only a 
dozen or so essential nutrients. 
     This thought-provoking, comprehensive guide to nutritional therapy 
provides proven methods for combating almost every possible health 
condition—from asthma and Alzheimer's disease to cancer, depression, 
allergies and heart disease.

"PROVOCATIVE 
AND EXCITING!" 
—viTaliTy Magazine

UPDATED with the latest tools and tech-
niques—including the clicker method.
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Earthing introduces readers to the landmark discovery that living in contact 
with the Earth’s natural surface charge—being grounded—naturally 

discharges and prevents chronic inflammation in the body. This effect has 
massive health implications because of the well-established link between chronic 
inflammation and all chronic diseases, including the diseases of ageing and the 
ageing process itself.

EARTHING
The Most Important Health Discovery Ever

Clinton Ober, Stephen Sinatra, M.D., Martin Zucker

ISBN: 9781591203742
PRICE: $19.99

CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Alternative Therapies
PAGE COUNT: 338 Pages

TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

THE COCONUT OIL & 
LOW-CARB SOLUTION For Alzheimer's, 

Parkinson's, and Other Diseases
Mary T. Newport, M.D.

From the author of the best-seller Alzheimer's Disease; What if There Was a 
Cure?, Mary T. Newport, M.D.,now presents this guide of how to integrate 

diet in the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases. 

MARY NEWPORT is board-certified in pediatrics and neonatology, the 
founding director of the newborn intensive care unit at Spring Hill Regional 
Hospital in Florida, and clinical faulty assistant professor at USF. She is the uuthor 
of Alzheimer's Disease: What if There Was a Cure?, a national and international 
best-seller.

ISBN: 9781591203810
PRICE: $19.99

CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Diet & Nutrition
PAGE COUNT: 320 Pages

TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

"A brilliant hypothesis well-
grounded in science. 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED." 
—Nicholas Perricone, M.D.

INLUDES MORE THAN 35
EASY-TO-MAKE RECIPES!
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They were both born in the nineteenth century in humble circumstances—Helena 
Rubinstein in an orthodox Jewish household in Kraków, Poland, Elizabeth Arden 

on a farm outside Toronto. But by the 1930s, they were bitter rivals in New York, the 
rulers of dueling international beauty empires that would forever change the way 
women thought about cosmetics, salons, and wrinkles. This riveting biography brings 
these two celebrated women to life, revealing the ruthless drive and innovative business 
strategies that took each to the top. Along the way, it offers an intriguing look at their 
personal idiosyncrasies (Rubinstein collected art, Arden racehorses), their checkered 
marriages, and the rarefied social milieu in which they both traveled.

WAR PAINT
Their Lives, Their Times, Their Rivalry
Lindy Woodhead

ISBN: 9781683366485
PRICE: $22.99
CATEGORY: Biography / Autobiography
PAGE COUNT: 528 Pages
TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

Now a Tony-nominated Broadway musi-
cal playing at the Nederlander Theatre 

starring two-time Tony Award winners Patti 
LuPone and Christine Ebersole.

Can a person literally die of loneliness? Is there such a thing as a "cancer personality"? 
Drawing on scientific research and the author's decades of experience as a 

practicing physician, this book provides answers to these and other important questions 
about the effect of the mind-body link on illness and health and the role that stress and 
one's individual emotional makeup play in an array of common diseases. 
       An international bestseller translated into fifteen languages, When the Body Says No 
promotes learning and healing, providing transformative insights into how disease can 
be the body's way of saying no to what the mind cannot or will not acknowledge.

WHEN THE BODY SAYS NO
Exploring the Stress-Disease Connection
Gabor Maté, M.D.

ISBN: 9780470923351
PRICE: $16.99
CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Alternative Therapies
PAGE COUNT: 320 Pages
TRIM SIZE: 5.5 x 8.5

The BESTSELLING exploration of the 
effects of the mind-body connection on 

stress and disease.
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BALL FOUR
The Final Pitch

Jim Bouton

The beloved baseball classic now available in paperback, with an updated epilogue 
by Jim Bouton Ball Four was first published in 1970, it hit the sports world like a 

lightning bolt. Commissioners, executives, and players were shocked; Sportswriters 
called author Jim Bouton a traitor and "social leper." Commissioner Bowie Kuhn 
tried to force him to declare the book untrue. Fans, however, loved the book. And 
serious critics called it an important social document. Today, Jim Bouton is still not 
invited to Oldtimer's Days at Yankee Stadium. But his landmark book is still being 
read by people who don't ordinarily follow baseball.For the updated edition of this 
historic book, Bouton has written a new epilogue, detailing his perspective on how 
baseball has changed since the last edition was released.

ISBN: 9781630260347
PRICE: $29.99

CATEGORY: Sports & Recreation / Baseball
PAGE COUNT: 508 Pages

TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

Jim Bouton, FORMER MAJOR LEAGUE PITCHER, 
is now a writer, businessman, motivational speaker, 
and ace pitcher for a semipro baseball team near 

his home in Teaneck, New Jersey.

In celebration of the 150th anniversary of the Civil War: The definitive Civil War classic 
as Sam wanted it revised complete with his edits, new perspectives, authoritative text, 

and images of his changes.Company Aytch has reigned as one of the most memorable 
and honest depictions of the American Civil War since its original publication in 1882. 
Sam R. Watkins's firsthand account of life as a Confederate soldier eloquently captured 
the realities of war, the humor and pathos of soldiering, and the tragic, historic events 
in which he participated. Although there have been other versions of Company Aytch 
published, this is the first with new material and revisions by Sam Watkins himself. 
Featuring over forty images, including his own pencil-marked edits, this volume 
combines the ageless text with Sam's intended revisions a treasure for lovers of history, 
academia, and Civil War enthusiasts alike.

COMPANY AYTCH
Or a Side Show of the Big Show

Sam R. Watkins

ISBN: 9781596528406
PRICE: $21.99

CATEGORY: Health & Fitness / Alternative Therapies
PAGE COUNT: 364 Pages

TRIM SIZE: 6 x 9

“This is a marvelous expansion of the best 
memoir of a fighting soldier south of the 

Mason-Dixon Line we have.” —ken burns, pro-
ducer of the PBS documentary The Civil War 
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TO OBTAIN FOREIGN RIGHTS AND SUBRIGHTS

To obtain information on Foreign Rights or Subrights for Turner titles, contact the Rights 
Director, Stephanie Beard,  at Turner Publishing Company.

Phone: (615) 255-2665 ext. 105
E-mail: sbeard@turnerpublishing.com

TO PLACE AN ORDER IN THE US

IPS accepts orders in a variety of ways, including through Ingram’s ordering tools ipage® and companion®, 
phone, fax, and e-mail. Terms on IPS orders are the same regardless of ordering method.

ipage: ipage.ingrambook.com
Phone: (855) 802-8231
 (866) 400-5351
Fax: (800) 838-1149
E-mail: customer.service@ingrampublisherservices.com
The customer service hours of operation are Monday - Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. CST
ACCESS (automated stock check and ordering line): (800) 961-8031

Visit http://www.ingramcontent.com/pages/home.aspx#WhoWeServe for full details on our 
electronic ordering capabilities —including instructions on how to order via your POS system.

RETURNS
Eligible Ingram Publisher Services (IPS) distributed titles may be returned to IPS-Chambersburg 
facility and are subject to return policies. For more information, please contact IPS.

RETURNS SHOULD BE SENT TO
Ingram Publisher Services
1210 Ingram Drive
Chambersburg, PA 17202

TO PLACE AN ORDER IN ALL OTHER INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
Turner Books are available from Ingram Publisher Services (IPS) and most other 
book distributors. (To get "publisher direct" discounts, order directly from IPS. Or, 
if you prefer, you can order from other distributors such as: Ingram Wholesale, 
Baker & Taylor, etc.)

Contact: Ingram International
Phone:  (615) 213-6001
 (615) 793-5000 
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